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 TMAA PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Welcome to our first edition for 2020, and I trust you are all well and truly back at 
full steam as this edition goes to print. The Association has certainly kicked the 
year off with a lot going on in many parts of the countr, and nationally. 

It was fantastic to see the culmination of many years of work with the launch of 
the AGTTM Guides in December and the round of information sessions that have 
been rolling out around the country over the past 2 months. Each jurisdiction will 
have a few tweaks, but this is the foundation of what should be a more rigorous 
commitment to a harmonised industry over the next 12 months.

I was privileged to have recently spent an evening discussing our industry with 
the Deputy Prime Minister (DPM), the Hon Michael McCormack and Assistant 
Minister for Road Safety, the Hon Scott Buchholz. Both were engaging and 
conscious of the challenges facing our businesses every day and committed 
to working with TMAA on improving and raising the profile of our industry as 
well as a recommitment to safety at our worksites. I also had the opportunity to 
thank the DPM for his Department’s recent grant to our Association to continue 
delivering our message on improved driver behaviour at worksites through the 
Your Speed is Our Safety Campaign.

A big takeaway from our meeting with the DPM was the need to improve our 
industry’s collection and collation of data on all that we do. It’s evident that there 
has never been any dedicated effort to gather statistics relevant to our industry 
and this will be a requirement of continued support as we move forward.  It 
will also provide evidence-based data to lobby more effectively for many of 
the changes that we have been fighting hard for and provide industry wide 
benchmarks for all businesses to measure their own performance against. 

As part of our commitment to provide Road Authorities and Governments 
evidence-based data, the Association will be seeking your support and 
commitment for the largest ever survey of traffic management ever undertaken. 
We understand that some of the data being collected may be sensitive so we will 
be using a high-profile data collection specialist to gather the data and collate 
it to ensure anonymity for all businesses and integrity of the survey information. 
More detailed information will be distributed shortly, but our request is that 
all companies, whether members or not, contribute as this is our very real 
opportunity, in an evidenced based way, to create real change for us all.

Work has continued with national harmonisation in the Prequalification, TC 
Registration and Training spaces. As always, with initiatives such as these there 
are going to be hurdles and robust conversation amongst the decision makers. 
However, they all continue to be committed to the process. Whilst there have 
been some hiccups along the way, we believe we should see some real progress 
over the next 6- 12 months.

Again, as this is the first Detours of 2020, I wish you all a successful year ahead.  
Thank you for your continued support of the Association. Rest assured, we 
continue to work hard on your behalf.

Stephen O’Dwyer 
TMAA President 

TMAA – the Voice of the Traffic Management Industry.

STEPHEN O’DWYER
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 TMAA EXECUTIVE OFFICER UPDATE

AGTTM launch and 
Roadshows 

2020 has begun with a 
first for TMAA – a joint 
venture National Roadshow 
with CCF in each state. 
Following the December 
AGTTM launch in Brisbane, 
where I had the pleasure 
of representing the TMAA, 
we began planning the 
technical roadshows as part 
of our member services 
across Australia. This 
initiative has paved the 

way for future Roadshows for our members and all industry 
stakeholders. CCF are keen to work closely with us again and 
it was a further endorsement of our collaborative approach 
to industry education, when the Department of State Growth 
(DSG), Tasmania, also joined us to host all the Roadshows 
in their state. Road authority interest in each state has been 

phenomenal. It has been a pleasure to work with CCF 
across the country to bring the 11 roadshows to both sets of 
members, other Associations and key stakeholders. I would 
also like to extend my thanks to Dr Dan Sullivan for making 
the time to travel Australia for us, bringing his knowledge and 
expertise to all. My special thanks to Melissa Ekberg from CCF 
SA for her tireless work with these roadshows. We are already 
in discussions for a second round of roadshows building on 
the knowledge from round one. 

National training

As the year unfolds we will take on many major initiatives 
including working with Austroads and road authorities to finalise 
traffic management training (nationally), to raise the industry 
profile and secure career paths. Board member and Treasurer, 
Andrew White, will be integral to this process, advocating on 
our behalf to ensure the process follows TMAAs direction and 
provides deliverables in an appropriate timeframe. I will be 
working with Andrew to bring you, the members, updates with 
regard to the progression of this important next step following 
on from the Austroads Guide to Temporary Traffic Management 
launch, and the subsequent uptake and implementation in each 
state and territory. 

Your Speed is our Safety Funding Grant 

Deputy Prime Minister Michael McCormack and Assistant 
Minister for Road Safety and Freight Scott Buchholz have 
spearheaded the Office of Road Safety and its initiatives 
with a funding portfolio for safety on roads.  I am delighted 
to announce that after much research and the support of 
Fulton Hogan in the application stage, we have secured 
$200 000 funding to nationally air our three part Your Speed 
is Our Safety Campaign. My thanks to Marc Howard from 
Fulton Hogan for working with me to finalise this application 
and secure the funds. Our campaign will tie in with See the 
Cones. Obey the Zones and will be aired in key months, May, 
September and November from 2020 – 2023. There will also 
be social media uptake across the country. 

National Road Safety Week

The Your Speed is Our Safety Campaign will also feature 
heavily during National Road Safety Week, 3-10 May 2020. 
I am working closely with Peter Frazer from SARAH Group 
to align the safety themes for the week with our campaign 
and social media. I encourage all members and stakeholders 
to wear yellow ribbons during this week (and at all times) to 
highlight the need for safety at roadworks and on roads in 
general.  

Political prowess & Advocacy 

We are working hard to ensure that every Division is accessing 
their Ministerial portfolios, including State/Territory Ministers/
Policy Advisers and Departmental and Local Government 
officials. It is my goal to assist each Division to independently 
have these relationships. At a national level I am working 
closely with the Board to develop close relationships with 
both federal and state/territory Ministers. To this end, we 
commenced Board dinners last year and have grown these 
to prestigious events, where our partner Associations 
(including Roads Australia, CCF, AAPA, SARAH, RIAA and 
ARRB), and Ministers, are keen to attend and discuss our 
industry, improvements, safety at roadworks, and on roads, 
bringing symmetry across the country. In Canberra last week, 
I invited the Deputy Prime Minister Michael McCormack 
to our Canberra dinner. He is a strong advocate for safety 
in our space. The relationships being developed from 
these functions ensure we have access to key influencers 
to communicate our members’ needs and work to improve 
safety and consistency across the country. I thank the Deputy 
Prime Minister for his ongoing 
support, and his attendance 
and speech at the dinner last 
week. Thanks also to Assistant 
Minister for Roads, Scott 
Buchholz, who also attended. 

And we are off and running!
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TMAA Showcase event and Gala Awards Dinner  
(TCOY & PIA Awards), Sydney

Speaking of dinner, bookings open soon for the TMAA Gala 
Awards Dinner, to be held at Aqua, Sydney on the evening 
of Tuesday 1 September. The dinner showcases the finalists 
for the TCOY and new PIA awards. The dinner provides a 
mid point for the two day Roads and Traffic Expo 2020 at 
the ICC, Sydney 1-2 September. The TMAA Showcase will 
feature supplier exhibits and key guest speakers across the 
middle of day 1, Tuesday 1 September. 

The Expo, TMAA Showcase and Gala Awards Dinner are 
not to be missed. Bookings for the dinner will open in 
March. If you have not nominated your traffic controllers 
for the TCOY, you can do so online from our website. The 
PIA Award (a company award) is also available as an online 
nomination on our website. www.tmaa.asn.au

Collaboration and partnerships 

TMAA and its collaborative Associations and Organisations, 
RIAA, CCF, Roads Australia. SARAH, ARRB and AAPA 
are advocating learner drivers experience more theory 
and practical applications of ‘driving in and around road 
worksites’. This initiative was the brainchild of the collective 
EOs and CEOs of these organisations and the federal, 
state and territory governments have responded positively 
and pro-actively to this initiative. CCF National CEO Chris 
Melham, Roads Australia CEO Michael Kilgariff, RIAA 
General Manager Paul Robinson, AAPA CEO Carlos Rial, 
SARAH President Peter Frazer & myself, have lobbied the 
governments since late 2019 and our suggested program 
inclusions for learner driver education are: 

•  Safety at Roadworks theory be embedded in the 
learner driver manuals/and be applied by qualified 
driving instructors. 

•  Practical application with driving instructors (in virtual 
sites).

•  All roadwork site speed signs, ahead signs, and slow 
down signs etc are understood as mandatory with 
penalties applying for non-compliance. 

•  Symbolic signs, showing workers on foot, vehicles 
ahead etc warn drivers of people on roads and to be 
extra diligent and slow down. 

•  Motorists must comply with the portable traffic lights, 
barriers and boom gates on roadwork sites and 
penalties apply for non-compliance. 

•  Signage recognition (eg 40 km ahead, workers on road etc). 

With so many infrastructure projects planned across states 
and national jurisdictions, it is timely we emphasise the 
mandatory protocols for driving through and near worksites 
to ensure both driver and worker safety. 

Membership 

Our membership has increased significantly in the past year 
and we are currently working with ARRB on an industry wide 
survey, the first of its kind, to determine industry alignment, 
education and compliance. We will share the results with you 
and would ask that you keenly participate when the survey is 
released by ARRB in the coming months. 

As always I work on your behalf to improve the safety and 
professionalism of our industry. Until next edition, stay safe. 

Louise Van Ristell 
TMAA Executive officer

http://www.tmaa.asn.au


TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
~ of the year ~

Proudly Sponsored by 
Kennards Hire

Proudly Sponsored by 
Innov8 Equipment

2020
TMAA SHOWCASE

 2020
         GALA DINNER SYDNEY

TUE 1 SEPTEMBER

GALA AWARDS DINNER  
At L’Aqua, with Sydney harbour views and deliciously fabulous hospitality

L’Aqua Sydney
Rooftop Level,  

Cockle Bay Wharf, Darling Park,  
Sydney NSW 2000 

1st September 2020
Tuesday  

6.30pm – 11.00pm 

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
$170 for Members 

$165pp for a table of 10 ($1,650) 
$180 for Non Members 

RSVP 
Tuesday 25 August, 2020  

tmaa@tmaa.asn.au 

The Traffic Management Association of Australia (TMAA)

invites you to the annual

REGISTER NOW

Proud Sponsor of  
Pre-dinner Drinks

A1 Roadlines
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TMAA is excited to partner with the National Roads 
& Traffic Expo, Sydney, 2020. With this partnership, 
TMAA and the National Roads & Traffic Expo 
come together to provide a platform to discuss all 
things traffic management and support the wider 
industry. TMAA Members and suppliers have access 
to exclusive discounts and preferential rates to 
participate in the tradeshow. Don’t miss the TMAA 
showcase at the show!  And after the showcase 
opening day on 1 September, come along to the 
TMAA Gala Awards Dinner at L’Aqua, Cockle Bay, that 
evevning. Bookings for the dinner open soon. Check 
www.tmaa.asn.au for updates. The Traffic Controller 
of  the Year and the Project Innov8 Awards will be 
recognised at this Gala Dinner. 

Moving to the ICC in Sydney on the 1-2 September, 
the Expo brings together the entire road transport 
ecosystem, creating a massive opportunity for the 
Australian roads, traffic and infrastructure industry.  

As the Federal Government has committed to spend 
over $100 billion on infrastructure over the next 10 
years, the FREE to attend tradeshow is a central 
meeting place, uniting road agencies, operators, 
industry leaders and innovators, providing these 
organisations with a platform to meet, network and 
engage with the industry.

The show’s main mission is to future-proof  
infrastructure, link rural and urban areas, ease traffic 
congestion and improve road safety and efficiency. 
In turn, this will facilitate business opportunities, 
create jobs, and enable connected and autonomous 
vehicles.

With 300 exhibitors lined up, the event features 
12,000 square metres of  exhibition space for new 
product launches and live demonstrations where 
attendees can walk the Expo floor and explore the 
latest products, services and technologies from 
industry market leaders. TMAA is proud to be a 
partner.

One of  the Expo’s major draw cards 
is its emphasis on knowledge sharing. 
With 24 streams and 250 presentations, 
here’s a sample of  the first 50 speakers 
that have been announced:
•  Michael Caltabiano, CEO ARRB

•  Neil Scales, Chair, Austroads and Director-General, 
Department of  Transport and Main RoadsBenedict 
Lyons, Director - Airspace and Emerging Technologies, 
Department of  Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and 
Regional Development

•  Nalinda Punchihewa, Manager, ITS Asset 
Management, Department of  Transport Victoria

•  Dorte Ekellund, Chair of  Smart City Taskforce, 
Committee of  Sydney

•  Doug Parris, Program Director, Western Harbour 
Tunnel and Beaches Link, Infrastructure and Place 
Division, Transport for NSW

•  Bronwyn Evans, CEO, Engineers Australia

•  Rita Excell, Executive Director, Australia & New 
Zealand Driverless Vehicle Initiative

•  Bernard Carlon, Executive Director, Transport NSW

•  Peter Anson, CEO, Secure Parking

•  Kumar Parakala, President GHD Digital

•  An Nguyen, Executive Director & Head of  Partnerships, 
Victorian Department of  Treasury

•  Gary White, Chief  Planner, Department of  Planning & 
Environment NSW

•  Ian Hatton, Chief  Innovation & Economy Officer, City 
of  Gold Coast

TMAA and ROADS & TRAFFIC EXPO 
a perfect partnership

If  you would like to view the list of  speakers or join the speaker line up to share your thoughts on 
the latest innovations, case studies and industry breakthroughs, you can apply to speak on the 
National Roads & Traffic website. www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/road-traffic-expo

Want to take advantage of the exclusive TMAA discounts? Call 02 8908 8555 or email the 
National Roads & Traffic team on roadsandtrafficexpo@terrapinn.com.au for more information.  

WE’LL 
SEE  

YOU IN  
SYDNEY! 
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SAFETY COMES
STANDARD.
THAT’S ANOTHER HINO

Assuring safety on the roads... It’s your No. 1 priority and ours. The Hino 500 Series Wide Cab includes the most comprehensive 
active safety package of any Japanese medium duty truck. In addition to Vehicle Stability Control and Reverse Camera, the 
Hino 500 Series Wide Cab safety package includes ABS, traction control, UN ECE R29-rated cab strength (single cab), 
SRS driver airbag, ADR84/00 Front Underrun Protection (FUP), Easy Start, Cruise Control and more. With an expanded 
transmission range offering a 6-speed, fuel efficient, Allison automatic transmission, with a push button shift selector – and 
a range of manual variants. The Hino 500 Series Wide Cab is as comfortable and stylish to drive as it is innovative and 
technologically advanced. Plus, as an additional extra you have the option to take visibility to the next level with up to  
4 Reverse and Side cameras. Visit hino.com.au for more information.

HINO37170 19 v3 Nov-TMAA Fleet-FP AD.indd   1 13/11/19   3:46 pm
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ANDREW CLEMENTS

 TMAA QLD CHAIR’S REPORT

TMAA QLD started the year with a meeting event at the 
QCC (Queensland Cricketers Club), our home base. We 
have set the scene for a busy year of events and forums 
ahead. It was great to have Cr David McLachlan attend. 
We had the opportunity to continue to forge a relationship 
with the BCC (Brisbane City Council) and offer positive 
solutions for online permit processing.

On a national harmonisation front, we have three 
roadshows for our TMAA QLD members and stakeholders 
in early March in Townsville, Brisbane and Toowoomba 
respectively. These two hour technical workshops will 
provide detail on the implementation of the AGTTM both 
here and across the country. I encourage all members 
to attend one of these sessions. DTMR is currently 
conducting a gap analysis of the MUTCD and AGTTM. I 
anticipate this will be available for release in April. We will 
assist DTMR with the transition. It is great to be working on 
both a national and local level to bring about consistency 
and compliance across states and territories. It is my 
intention to promote this and to this end, I have been 
elected to the TMAA National Board for 2020 – 2022. I 
would like to thank Paul Kelly for his many years of devoted 
service to the TMAA Board, the industry nationally, and 
here in Queensland. Paul has held positions of National 
Vice President, National Board Member, and TMAA QLD 
Chair. He is taking a well earned break from formal TMAA 
duties, but will remain a committed member and advocate 
for our industry.
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 Paul Kelly

“ Paul has held 
positions of National 
Vice President, 
National Board 
Member, and TMAA  
QLD Chair. ”

Across 2020, TMAA QLD wants to be at the forefront 
of new ventures in our industry including trials, training, 
pre-qualification and incident research. We will be driving 
these agendas and supporting the TMAA National Board 
in their quest to improve this industry through pillars of 
collaboration, governance and advocacy.

I see TMAA QLD members as vital links to ensuring a 
consistent voice for the industry, with the national board 
ensuring member’s goals are met.

Let’s work together to continuously improve our industry in 
every sector.

Andrew Clements
TMAA Qld Chair

TMAA QLD would like to congratulate John Cassel, 
from Acquired Awareness Traffic Management Pty 
Ltd on winning the Golden Stop/Slow Bat Award for 
2019. The award acknowledges outstanding services 
to the industry.

Golden Stop/Slow Bat Award



Find your nearest Isuzu UTE Dealership at 

www.isuzuute.com.au/find-a-dealer

5-star ANCAP safety rating on all MU-X models & 4x4 D-MAX Crew Cab models built from November 2013 onwards & 4x2 D-MAX Crew Cab High Ride models built from November 2014 onwards.
*Offer is only applicable on new Isuzu 18MY/19MY D-MAX & 18MY/19MY MU-X purchases, excludes demonstrator vehicles & is not available in conjunction with any other offers. Offer only applicable
to current TMAA Members. Proof of membership must be provided to your Isuzu UTE Dealer prior to the vehicle purchase. Isuzu UTE Australia reserves the right to verify all claims. Offer valid until the
30/06/2020.

https://www.isuzuute.com.au/find-a-dealer
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We continue to focus on our engagement with our key 
stakeholders/regulators – Department of Transport (DoT), 
WorkSafe, Major Road Project Victoria (MRPV) and Local 
Government – together with meeting presentations from 
customer and supplier stakeholders and growing our 
membership.

Briefings and issues discussed at our December and 
February meetings included:

DoT New Structure

Claire Potter, Director Planned Disruptions, outlined the 
new structure and contacts (distributed to members). 
Members are encouraged to contact Craig Pascoe or 
Claire Potter. 

We are waiting to see where prequalification will sit in the 
new DoT structure.

AGTTM & Revised AS1742

A successful and well attended joint briefing with the 
CCF was held on 5 February. This provided members 
with a broad overview of the key issues, changes and 
responsibilities in the AGTTM and the Revised AS1742.3.

Future of Victorian Code of Practice 

In light of the release of the Austroads Guide to Temporary 
Traffic Management (AGTTM), DoT will be examining how it 
will adopt the AGTTM.

DoT is arranging for an organisation to map the three 
documents: AGTTM, AS1742.3 and the existing Victorian 
Code of Practice. The process will identify the differences 
and what would/would not be adopted by DoT. This will 
be a lengthy process (at least 6 months) as it will involve 
amending the Road Management Act and an Infrastructure 
Code Reference Panel (DoT, other departments and local 
government). 

We await updates at future meetings.

DoT - Safe Speeds Safer Sites Program 

David Lane provided presentations at our meetings 
(distributed to members) and introduced his team at our 
February meeting.

  TMAA VIC CHAIR’S REPORT

ANTHONY SIMMONS

The key focus of the program is aftercare based around the 
surveillance and auditing of DoT worksites, though some 
local roads are also visited to follow up inquiries from the 
Traffic Management centre. The DoT officers use iAuditor 
with an aftercare inspection template. 

During the initial period 11 November 2019 to 29 January 
2020 DoT officers carried out 443 inspections with an 
average score of 69.13% compliance and identified 837 
failed items.

WorkSafe Victoria

We were pleased to welcome Sam Hatfield, our new 
WorkSafe representative, to our February meeting and look 
forward to his participation in future meetings.

Major Road Projects Victoria

Members were provided with an overview of ongoing 
worksites, new worksites (next 6 months) and future 
packages.

Local Government

We welcome the continued participation of local 
government representatives at our meetings and 
encourage members to promote this networking 
opportunity to their local government contacts.

Anthony Simmons 
TMAA VIC Chair

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA
DIVISION



Book Exhibition Space
Book Exhibition Space

Arron:Arron: 02 8908 8505

Vincent:Vincent: 02 8908 8525

Register as a FREE Visitor
Register as a FREE Visitor

www.terrapinn.comwww.terrapinn.com

exhibition/road-traffic-expo
exhibition/road-traffic-expo

Attend TMAA’s annualAttend TMAA’s annual

Gala Dinner & AwardsGala Dinner & Awards

www.tmaa.asn.au

• Build your business
• Find new sales leads
• Develop your brand

• Learn
• Network
• Gain industry insights

• Acknowledge colleagues
• Network with the industry
• Have fun

TMAA is delighted to announce that next year’s conference is being organised in partnership with the

National Roads & Traffic Expo, giving our members VIP access

to this world-class event for FREE!

Plus, we’ve negotiated preferential rates for members & suppliers to participate in the trade-show.

TMAA SHOWCASE

at the National Roads & Traffic Expo

www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/road-traffic-expo
www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/road-traffic-expo

Gala Awards  
Dinner Sydney 1 

September –

REGISTER NOW

https://na.eventscloud.com/ereg/index.php?eventid=533460&
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At many temporary traffic management sites, it is common to see signs left out unchanged overnight and during 
other periods when works are not actually happening.  When I visit some sites, I hear from contractors and 
temporary traffic management staff that it is simply easier to leave these signs out as it saves time not having to 
constantly remove and reinstall the signs the next day.  However, my recent work with State and Territory Road 
Authorities, and with many other industry practitioners has highlighted that this practice is a major concern and 
in fact it has some serious consequences for safety at your sites.  

In this article, I would like to provide you with a short discussion on this topic and why we should all be more 
proactive in ensuring that signs and traffic control devices are not left out when they are not needed.  

Firstly, Best Practice for the industry is described in both the Australian Standard AS1742.3 and the recently 
published Austroads Guide to Temporary Traffic Management (GTTM).  The requirements in these documents are 
the same as the existing in the guidelines from most States and Territories for many years.  

•  AS1742.3 (2019) Clause 3.3 states that the for “the implementation of a traffic guidance scheme … signs and 
devices shall be removed in a defined order from a work site when no longer applicable or required.”  

•  Part 1 of the GTTM identifies in Section 5.2 on the Principles for temporary traffic management that “signs 
and devices shall be appropriate to the conditions at the worksite” and “removed from a worksite as soon as 
practicable”.  

•  Part 3 of the GTTM in the design of the Traffic Guidance Scheme contains an entire section (7.4) on 
Redundant Devices.  This states that 

 -  Redundant equipment is signs, supports, bases, delineators or other equipment not in current use. This 
includes equipment not required when the site is left unattended. Redundant equipment shall not be left 
standing. All redundant equipment shall be removed from the site or placed in a safe, secure location 
within the worksite. Consider the following when storing redundant equipment:

 -  The equipment does not remain on site and unused for a period greater than 48 hours unless securely stored.
 -  The equipment is stored in a safe location where it will not pose a hazard to any person or property.
 -  The equipment shall not be stored or placed on an open footpath or bicycle path.
 -  The equipment is stored at least 6 m clear from traffic.
 -  The equipment is not stored in a location which is visible to traffic and which could be confused with 

installed devices, especially at night with retroreflective components.

•  Part 6 of the GTTM in the Guide for Field Staff identifies that “Important Basic Principles to be observed are 
as follows … signs and devices shall be appropriate to the conditions at the worksite” and that “signs and 
devices shall be placed before work begins and removed as soon as they are no longer required”.  

In many cases therefore, it is likely that leaving traffic control signs and devices out will not be compliant with 
jurisdictional requirements and could end up in penalties.  In a worse case scenario, Work Health and Safety 
Inspectors may actually deem that these non-compliances could have contributed to a serious crash or incident at 
a site.  

An issue that we should all consider is how we want the public and the politicians to view the perceived 
Professionalism of our industry.  Many of you have shared stories with me of the members of the public who 
have ignored the signs and devices.  However, I can share stories with you of the many, many sites that I have 
driven through obeying the reduced speed limits and looking out for workers and traffic controllers when the 
signs tell me they are there, to find that there is no one on site at all.  

A survey commissioned by the Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads found that most of the 
public considered that most traffic management signage was advisory only because most of the time no one was 
there.  The Victorian government has gone even further now introducing legislation that empowers staff from the 
Department of Transport, formerly Vicroads, to undertake audits and fine companies who leave out temporary 
traffic management signs when they are not required.  This particularly relates to Speed Limits Signs which are 
not needed.  
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Leaving temporary traffic management 
signs out – what are the issues?

by Dan Sullivan
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This shows that a large portion of the public and the politicians believe that we leave out signs when we don’t 
need them.  The reasons quoted to me by the public is that traffic controllers just don’t care about the impact they 
have on traffic.  The public therefore often do not respect our workers or their sites because there are so many 
sites out there that do not conform.  

Speaking with members of our own industry across Australia, most have identified that many sites (not their 
own) have signs left out and generally we then ignore them.  If we in the temporary traffic management industry 
ourselves don’t believe most of the signs that are left out are real, then what hope do we have convincing the 
public to obey us.  

So, what is really wrong with all of this?  We really need to think about the effect that this has in confusing 
motorists and in ensuring that drivers obey the signs that we put out.  

Vehicles controlled by a driver represent one of the largest risks to our workforce on and near the road.  To ensure 
that a site is safe for road workers and road users, we need drivers to therefore understand and respect the traffic 
control devices that we place on the road.  However, when drivers often see devices that they consider redundant, 
that are left out when the need for them no longer exists, the tendency is to then ignore those signs in the future.  
Consequently, it is highly likely that there is a reduced chance that drivers will obey signs and devices at future 
sites that they encounter which then increases the risk to workers at your site and at other sites.  

If you think of the situation where you driver though one site with all the signs out and then see nothing.  Then 
you drive through a second and the same thing happens.  How likely is that you will just obey the signs a third 
time.  And this third site may be yours where you have workers close to the road.  

If we want drivers to “see the cones” and “obey the zones” we need drivers to believe that when they see these 
devices they are real and that works really are going on.  

Some of the signs that I would like to focus on first include; 

•  Worker Symbolic Sign – this sign was developed with its special colour to advise drivers that there 
are workers directly ahead working on or near a road and that the driver needs to take particular care.  
When a driver sees this sign, they should typically then see a worker, close to the road (i.e. within 6m) 
with the next ten seconds of driving.  If a driver sees this sign and then does not see workers it loses its 
immediate effect and just becomes another general sign advising that maybe works are happening 

•  Traffic Controller Ahead sign – this is critical to protect our traffic controllers on the road like the Worker 
Symbolic Sign.   Immediately after passing this sign, the location of the traffic controller should become 
evident.  Particular care is needed when the traffic controller is working only intermittently.  Best practice 
would be to uncover the sign immediately before the TC starts operations and then cover it again when 
the task is completed.  

•  Speed limit signs – speed limits should be directly applicable to the site.  Speed limits left up “just 
because” there might be a hazard is not very scientific and then they tend to be ignored.  Speed limits 
should be set as high as is reasonable and signs should never be left in place because it is inconvenient 
to remove them.  

•  Roadwork ahead – there should be other signs and devices ahead which a driver needs to react to. Do 
not use this sign when works have finished but there is no impact on the traffic lane. 

It is up to all of us in the industry to be proactive in ensuring that redundant signs and devices are no longer left 
out.  We need to call out those who are offending as it not only reflects their professionalism, but it potentially 
endangers us all.  

Dan Sullivan
Founding Director – Solutions in Transport
Providing expertise and support for the Temporary Traffic Management Industry
e dan.sullivan@solutionsintransport.com.au
m 0423 782 189

Leaving temporary traffic management 
signs out – what are the issues?

mailto:dan.sullivan@solutionsintransport.com.au


The TMAA and Moneytech are pleased to announce a referral agreement to assist 
TMAA members with their Debtor Finance requirements.

Moneytech has been helping companies in the Traffic Management industry 
with their Debtor Finance lending requirements since 2010.

An exclusive offer to all TMAA members**

• Moneytech will conditionally approve Debtor Finance limits up to $500,000
• Competitive interest rates below 10%
• Access to the Moneytech Exchange online portal
• Debtor Finance limits up to $20m is available to approved applicants

How does Moneytech Finance help?

Listen to your              
needs & tailor a 
solution to suit

Help you take  
back control of 
your finances

Assist you in  
achieving your 
business goals 

FINANCE FOR GROWTH. 

1300 858 904  
moneytech.com.au

AND THEN SOME.

Moneytech Finance is proud to work with 
the TMAA

**Moneytech Finance Pty. Limited (ABN 75 112 110 906) is a subsidiary of Moneytech Group Limited.  This offer does not constitute financial 
advice but is general in nature. Any advice given does not take into account your financial objectives, situation or needs. Please seek independent 
professional advice when deciding if this product is appropriate for you.  Your application is subject to Moneytech Finance’s lending criteria, terms 
and conditions and will attract fees. Rates and lending limits stated here are subject to change without notice. Please contact Moneytech Finance 
for more information.
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ST Traffic Management has developed patented and patent 
pending driverless traffic management solutions that can 
be positioned by remote control and follow work vehicles 

autonomously.

WORKERS DON’T NEED TO BE IN HARMS WAY!

For more information
norm@normboyleconsulting.com.au
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TMAA, Road Safety Enabler 
and Communicator

Our traffic managers have a huge job.  

They look after thousands of kilometres of roads, 
often working in dangerous settings on suburban road 
repairs, highway roadworks, high-speed roads and in 
high-pressure situations such as natural disasters. 

They often have to put up with irritated drivers 
frustrated about sitting in long traffic queues. 

But I’ve always said being stuck in roadworks is a 
good thing. It means progress. It means the road is 
becoming safer. 

Our traffic management workers are vital to building 
new infrastructure.

The road is their workplace making them more 
vulnerable to road trauma. Distracted drivers and those 
who don’t stick to the speed limit on work sites can 
have severe and long-term consequences for workers, 
their families and their communities.

Road safety is an important priority for the Federal 
Liberal and Nationals Government and we have made 
great progress in making our roads safer. But, there’s 
still a long way to go, as even one fatality or accident 
on our roads is one too many. 

The Traffic Management Association of Australia 
(TMAA) is at the forefront of improving road safety for 
those who work on and around our roads. TMAA’s key 
focus is educating traffic controllers to help drivers 
understand their obligations to drive safely, obey 
signage and speed signs and take care.

The campaign – ‘Your Speed is Our Safety’, run 
by TMAA over the past few years, is a poignant 
and compelling reminder of the consequences of 
our actions on the road. TMAA is one of what the 
Government calls our ‘road safety enablers’: those who 
support road safety action and communication across 
the community.

TMAA’s leadership in this area has been recognised. It 
was one of 20 successful key road safety organisations 
to benefit from the Government’s Road Safety 
Awareness and Enablers Fund, which we announced  

Minister Michael McCormack

in the last Budget. The projects will tackle topics 
such as rural and regional road safety, the impacts of 
speeding, driveway safety and sharing the road safely 
with other users.

A broad range of road users will be targeted, from 
young people to heavy vehicle drivers, to help reduce 
the number of fatalities and serious injuries occurring 
on our roads.

TMAA’s project, funded with $200,000 over four 
years, aims to build national awareness of the impact 
of unsafe driving around roadwork sites. This is 
exactly the kind of activity we are looking to promote 
through this Fund. It represents a new stage in our 
collaboration and I look forward to hearing positive 
results.

It’s now 2020. The current National Road Safety 
Strategy is coming to a close and the next National 
Road Safety Strategy is upon us. While we have seen 
a downward trend in deaths due to the current National 
Road Safety Strategy, this is not enough, particularly 
for high-risk industries.

The next Strategy is a once-in-a-decade opportunity 
to get the settings right for road safety as we move 
Towards Zero by 2050. To achieve this ambitious goal 
we need to get everyone involved. I encourage the 
TMAA to continue its excellent work and to engage 
with the Office of Road Safety in preparing the next 
Strategy.

On behalf of the Australian Government, I thank TMAA 
for its work day in, day out to drive best practice and 
safety for its workers and the public and for rising to 
the occasion in emergency situations such as our 
recent bushfires. 

I look forward to working with the TMAA in years to 
come.

Michael McCormack is Deputy Prime Minister, Nationals’ 
Leader and Minister for Infrastructure, Transport and Regional 
Development. He is also The Nationals’ Member for Riverina 
in regional NSW.
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Next Generation Steel Guardrail BarrierProtection wherever the road takes you.

Safe-Stop 
Truck Mounted Attenuators

www.ingalcivil.com.au
sales@ingalcivil.com.au

Sydney  (02) 9827 3333
Brisbane  (07) 3489 9125
Melbourne  (03) 9358 4100
Wagga  0427 779 588

Perth  (08) 9452 9111
Adelaide  (08) 8169 2300
Newcastle  0400 235 883

Contact your local Ingal Civil Products branch to arrange a demonstration

•  Automatic Impact Brakes
•  Driver 4-point harness & seat support
•  Full colour LED VMS board
•  C-class LED Arrow board with hydraulic 

raise/lower mechanism
•  Optional forward facing LED arrow board 

for double-sided applications
•  Two 5-watt UHF radios
•  Integrated control panel
•  15,000kg GVM minimum single-cab truck
•  Fully automatic transmission
•  Custom tray bodies available
•  Custom signage or graphics packages

 Ingal Civil Products are now able to offer  
an end-to-end truck-build service

Truck build includes all national & state TMA code of practice requirements

SS180M MASH TMA

Demonstrator Truck Available!

COMING IN 2020

Superior PerformanceMASH

45189-TMA_Safestop Ad single page.indd   12 20/11/19   12:15:32 PM

Increase your top line, both domestically  
and internationally, while protecting your 
bottom line with a trade credit insurance 
policy from Acquire Trade Credit. 

Our 100 percent customisable insurance 
 

department, capital provider, and provide 
ownership peace of mind.

If you’re a business that sells goods and  
services on credit terms, a substantial  
percentage of your working capital is  
probably tied up as accounts receivable.

 
insurance and insolvency insurance) a straightforward, cost-

 
and services you supply.

Companies and Global Businesses, we have a credit protection 
solution to suit all sizes and types of enterprises.

ACQUIRE Trade Credit  
Complimentary PPSR
Acquire Trade Credit will contribute to the 

incurred going forward for your business. 
This is a cost we will absorb to assist with 
streamlining you charges.

ACQUIRE General Insurance “Reach”
Acquire Trade Credit are part of the  
Acquire Insurance Group, in doing so and  
as a client of Acquire, your business would 
be entitled to a 10% rebate on general  
insurance programs where applicable.

ACQUIRE Trade Credit Strict KPI’s
 

our strict key performance indicators which 
 

limit applications and collection submissions. 

abide by a service agreement governed by 
strict KPI’s.

As a prospective client you should know the following!

Dedicated personal account managers.

Insurers have free online systems and collection tools.

admin@acquiretradecredit.com

1300 095 683

WWW.ACQUIRETRADECREDIT.COM
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works or in times of crisis, the 
safety of pedestrians and drivers 
on the road is paramount. 

With a wide range of traffic 
equipment from boards to 
bollards, ramps to road plates, 
lighting to power, you can 
count on Kennards Hire to 
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safe.
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to get the barrier segments off and move them into place. It also 
has a patent-pending E joint for rapid connection.
The Defender is ideal for urban roadworks where lanes are 
closed and space is limited.
“Workers have a barrier exclusion zone, but the open lanes 
have to be a certain width,” he said.
“With a smaller exclusion zone, the less space you take up 
across the carriageway, which means it’s easier to maintain the 
lanes at the correct width.”
Flexible in a range of extreme conditions
Thanks to its shorter segment length, the Defender free 
standing barrier is more flexible when it comes to following road 
curves or forming a 90-degree angle - a single product that 
meets many needs.
“It’s the premium product,” Troy added. “Other steel barriers 
come in lengths of 12 or 6 metres, which makes them harder 
to handle. The Defender segments are 3.9 metres, giving you 
more flexibility on corners and curves, and they are much safer 
to handle road side.
“It’s also the only barrier that can be positively locked at a 
right angle by using a hinge, because other barriers are not 
positively linked at the joints.”
Being steel, the Defender is ideal for use in bushfire situations, 
where plastic, water-filled barriers face potential destruction 
from extreme heat. They also come in handy in freezing 
environments where water-filled barriers prove to be a 
challenge.
It’s the steel barrier built for Australian and New Zealand 
conditions - flexible enough to make roadwork safer, no matter 
the size of the project.
For more information on the Defender free standing barrier, get 
in touch with your local Kennards Hire branch.

The Defender 100FS free standing steel barrier is the new 
leader in safe, time-efficient, environmentally-friendly road 
barriers.
Accepted for use across Australia and New Zealand in work 
zones up to 100kph, the Defender free standing barrier doesn’t 
require water for stability, reduces deflection and is quick to 
install. It’s ready to go as soon as it’s in place.
The hot-dip galvanised steel barrier has plastic crash cushions 
at either end for safety. Instead of using water, it has removable 
concrete ballast for stability. This helps save the 250 litres of 
water per metre that water-filled barriers use, which is then 
dumped into the stormwater system on completion of a job. 
In the event of an impact, the Defender free standing barrier 
also eliminates the risk to drivers and workers of water running 
across live traffic lanes or into the work zone.
Better deflection than water-filled barriers
Kennards Hire is the exclusive supplier of the Defender for hire 
in Australia and New Zealand. Troy Clauss, Product Manager 
Traffic, said it’s a game-changing alternative to water-filled 
barriers.
“It has superior safety characteristics,” Troy said. “For example, 
in five lanes of traffic a water-filled barrier needs a 4.1 metre 
exclusion zone behind it, which is how far it can deflect from a 
25-degree vehicle impact at 70kph. A Defender barrier under 
the same conditions will deflect only 1.2 metres.”
MASH-16 tested from the ground up
David Moule, General Manager for Defender at Safe Barriers, 
said the free standing barrier is a new product from the ground up.
“It’s specifically designed and tested to meet MASH-16 
compliance,” he said.
“It’s not an NCHRP 350-tested product that’s undergoing an 
upgrade.”
David points out that the Defender’s purpose-built barrier lifter 
removes the need for a rigger to climb onto the back of a truck 

Improving Worksite Safety with 
Steel Defender Barriers
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TRAFFIC CONTROLLER 
OF THE YEAR 2019

UPDATE

April Colley
It’s been a crazy few months since the last update. I have 
been super busy on the Kwinana Freeway Widening 
Project doing the Traffic Management Plans; Traffic 
Guidance Schemes; getting the teams scheduled and 
organised; and even going out on some big night shifts 
to oversee the works. The project is coming into its final 
stages and it is critical everything goes to plan, there is 
no time for mistakes as it can hold up the whole project. 
There have been some major traffic switches on Kwinana 
Freeway and the on & off ramps that I have been out 
on site to supervise. It is so nice to see all your hard 
work and time spent on a plan come to life. It is quite 
remarkable that in a short space of time I have gone 
from a traffic controller to a traffic manager on one of the 
biggest projects in Perth right now, and be a part of the 
team that implements changes to Western Australia’s 
infrastructure. 

Altus Traffic have had a lot of events over the summer 
that I have had the opportunity to work on, one of 
the biggest being Australia day where multiple traffic 
management companies had to work together to allow the 
event to run smoothly. It was a very hot and long day and 
we all had a part to play in ensuring we stayed hydrated, 
protected from the sun and fit for work to perform our 
duties (we may have melted just a bit). We had another 
successful year at Australia Day in which the City of Perth 
Skyworks wowed more than 250,000 people. 

I hope the next few months brings challenges that are 
equally exciting and enticing as the last couple of months 
have been. 
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TRAFFIC CONTROLLER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

2020

Purpose of the Awards

The Traffic Management Association of Australia (TMAA) 
seeks to continually promote and improve conditions 
for Traffic Controllers. Through the Traffic Controller of 
the Year Award (TCOY); the TMAA strives to identify 
the outstanding work performance of Traffic Control 
Employees, across a broad range of competencies.

The Award provides a platform for the traffic control 
industry to identify and exhibit the commitment and 
performance of their controllers for recognition across the 
wider industry and community.

Who to nominate

Traffic Control companies can nominate as many entries 
as they like. As a minimum, the employee must meet the 
criteria and have been employed as a Traffic Controller for 
a minimum of 6 months.

Member companies can select traffic controller nominees 
any way they choose. A suggestion could be to hold their 
own internal competition each month and the monthly 
winner submitted as the nominee for the national judging. 
Alternatively, nominees could be suggested by colleagues, 
by clients or principal contractors.

Finalist Video Submissions
• The videos are only required of the finalists from each 

state

• Videos will be at the nominating companies expense

• Production can be amateur or professional

• Videos must be upto 1 minute duration. Footage 
longer than 1 minute will not be considered or shown

• Videos will be reviewed by the judging panel before 
final decisions are made of the winning entry

• Videos will be shown at the Annual Conference / Gala 
Dinner and also on the TMAA and sponsors social 
media channels

• The TMAA encourages companies to get creative 
and ensure signage and/or vehicles are visible in the 
background

Key Dates 2020

Visit www.tmaa.asn.au and click the TCOY Awards slide bar 
to access the nomination information and forms online.

• February 2020 Nominations open. 

• Nominations close 30 June 2020. 

• 1 September 2020, Sydney, TCOY winner announced 
at Gala Awards Dinner.

  TRAFFIC CONTROLLER OF THE YEAR
AWARDS GUIDELINES FOR 2020

The Traffic Controller of the Year awards are an opportunity for the industry to 
recognise the great work traffic controllers do across the country every day. Their 
contribution to the industry is something they can be very proud of. Kennards is 

delighted to sponsor this important award and we wish all nominees good luck.” 

TROY CLAUS, KENNARDS HIRE.

Nominate Now

CLICK HERE FOR NOMINATION FORMS 

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/3c91ab8bb23e4918830784d5a22adddc
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u Immediate Access to Ownership Team
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Following the recent media attention on the fatality on a 
remote Western Australian Road, MRWA are looking to 
conduct a study on how different sign frames perform. 
TMAA WA has been approached to assist with this 
study. MRWA are looking at comparing the various 
ways we currently set up our signage in real conditions, 
and how the TMAA can work with them to provide 
innovations and solutions. Signage displacement on 
temporary roadworks is dangerous to all stakeholders, 
and we look forward to working with MRWA to find a 
solution. If you would like to participate in the study or 
have any suggestions please don’t hesitate to contact 
Steve or myself.

MRWA advised they have had a few queries in relation 
to the release of the Austroads Guide to Temporary 
Traffic Management (AGGTM) and have clarified 
that given all the guidance within AS1742.3 has 
been relocated to the Austroads Guide to Temporary 
Traffic Management (AGTTM), e.g. short term low 
impact works, mobile works, maintain traffic flow, etc., 
AS1742.3-2019 will not be adopted until we adopt 
AGTTM.

Therefore, the Traffic Management for Works on Roads 
Code of Practice still references AS1742.3-2009, and 
can still be used in conjunction with the Code until we 
fully adopt AGTTM in August 2020. Following August 
2020, AS1742.3-2019 will be adopted along with 
AGTTM.

 TMAA WA REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
DIVISION

WENDY DOUGLAS

On 14 February, the 
CCF WA and TMAA 
WA AGTTM Roadshow 
was held in Perth. It 
was pleasing this was a 
sold out event. The WA 
presentation and a video 
will be available on the 
TMAA website in the 
coming weeks so keep 
an eye out for it.

Pleasingly our WA 
membership continues 
to grow, but we need more members to strengthen 
our collective voice to represent our industry with 
Government and Road Authorities, to improve 
education, awareness, prequalification and consistency. 

Wendy Douglas 
TMAA WA Chair

Friday 14th February 2020
11:00am - 1:30pm
Civil Contractors Federation 
Western Australia
70 Verde Drive, Jandakot 

Light refreshments at the conclusion 
of the briefing provided.
This is a free event.

NEW CODE OF PRACTICE 
& REVISED AUS. STANDARD

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY BRIEFING

The Civil Contractors Federation in 
conjunction with the Traffic Management 
Association of Australia invite you to attend 
an Industry Briefing to discuss the new Code of 
Practice and revised Australian Standard for 
Traffic Management.

This is your opportunity to hear from industry experts 
and give you the knowledge to best prepare your 
organisation to be effective when undertaking works 
that require traffic management.

DO YOU 
UNDERSTAND 

THE NEW CODE 
OF PRACTICE?

DO YOU 
KNOW THE 

CHANGES TO 
THE AUSTRALIAN

STANDARD?

INDUSTRY EXPERT
Dr Sullivan is the Founding Director of 
“Solutions in Transport”.  Dan has been 
leading a cultural change in guidance, 
training and registration for the Temporary 
Traffic Management Industry and was 
project manager for the Austroads Safety 
at Road Worksites Project.  Dan is an 
advocate and champion for change and 
improved safety in the Temporary Traffic 
Management Industry. 

Any queries to Georgia Scott 
gscott@ccfwa.com.au

Register

SOLD OUT EVENT



The most dangerous part of their job 
each day is ... your driving.
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The most dangerous part of their job 
each day is ... your driving.

SUZANNE’S STORY 
A TIMELY REMINDER

Recently Fulton Hogan released on social media 
the latest video in our ‘See the cones. Obey the 
zones.’ road safety campaign, and it provides a timely 
reminder for all of us in the industry of just why we 
must strive to improve roadworker safety.

The video features former traffic controller Colin 
Caudell telling the heart-breaking story of his wife, 
Suzanne Caudell, who was killed on the job on 16 
January 2013. For those of us who have been in the 
industry for a while, the details of Suzanne’s tragic 
death will be sadly familiar. 

Suzanne suffered horrific injuries which ended her 
life when the trailer of a 44-tonne B-double truck that 
was travelling through her worksite at Marlborough on 
the Bruce Highway in Queensland fatally struck her. 
The truck driver, who was subsequently found guilty 
of dangerous operation of a vehicle and imprisoned, 
was found to have been travelling at 46km/h over the 
reduced 60km/h speed limit when he killed Suzanne.

Whilst the loss of a spouse through road trauma 
under any circumstances is horrendous enough, Colin 
was also working on the same site as Suzanne’s 
supervisor and witnessed the accident from no more 
than 500 metres away.

Watching Colin reflect on his wife’s life and tragic 
death, it really helps drive home the human impact of 
road crashes. Despite his eloquence, Colin’s pain and 
grief is clearly visible as he pleads with drivers to slow 
down through roadworks. It’s powerful stuff, but also a 
timely reminder of just why we are trying to eliminate 
crashes and near misses from our roadwork sites.

We all have families who we want to see at the end of 
the day and, as employers, we certainly don’t want to 

have to knock on a loved one’s door and tell them their 
husband wife, son or daughter isn’t coming home. 

That’s the reason Fulton Hogan started the ‘See 
the cones. Obey the cones.’ Campaign in the first 
place. We are determined to do absolutely everything 
we can to keep our team members safe, and that 
includes trying to educate the public about the 
dangers of speeding through roadwork sites.

We have deliberately not branded the campaign 
with Fulton Hogan logos in order to encourage the 
wider industry to share our videos and social media 
posts as widely as possible. That approach has been 
successful, and the video of ‘Suzanne’s Story’ has 
already been viewed more than 32,000 times on 
Facebook alone in the space of a week. 

We were also buoyed by the recent news that 
the Department of Transport and Main Roads in 
Queensland have agreed to share this latest video 
through their own social media accounts. This 
support from the Queensland Government will reach 
an additional 170,000 people.

I would ask all TMAA members to step up and show 
that our entire industry is serious about protecting 
our workers. Please share ‘Suzanne’s Story’ through 
your company social media channels so that we can 
allow Colin’s impassioned plea to drivers to reach 
as many ears as possible. Ideally, we’d also like 
every individual within the industry who is on social 
media to share it on your own personal accounts too, 
with a message which explains the personal impact 
speeding drivers have on you in your workplace. 
Hopefully your own loved ones will then further 
amplify this vital road safety message and help breed 
an attitudinal change in the wider community.

We owe it to Colin, and indeed to all those who have 
lost loved ones while at work on the roads, to do 
everything in our power to ensure that others don’t 
suffer the same fate as Suzanne.

PETER CURL

Colin Caudell
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The sunshine state’s biggest-ever road upgrade program 
will get underway this year.

Transport and Main Roads Minister Mark Bailey said 
shovels would hit the ground in 2020 on major projects 
along the length of the Bruce Highway as well as 
on billions of dollars’ worth of upgrades for the M1, 
Capricorn Highway, Ipswich Motorway and Smithfield 
Bypass.

“From Weipa to Coolangatta, the outback to the coast, 
thousands of tradies are getting on with the job of 
building new roads,” Mr Bailey said.

More than 21,500 jobs will be supported by the $23 
billion roads and transport investment over the next four 
years, including 13,500 jobs for regional Queensland.

“Queenslanders are already seeing major road projects 
nearing completion in places like Cairns, Townsville, 
Mackay, Central Queensland, Wide Bay, the south east 
and across regional Queensland, but that’s just the start.

“Not only are we building new roads, more than 6,000 

tradies are helping to maintain the state’s 33,000km 
road network thanks to $1 billion for road maintenance.

Mr Bailey thanked drivers for their patience to-date and 
urged drivers to heed the instructions of road crews as 
they upgrades get underway.

“We want everyone to get to home safely, including our 
hardworking road crews.”

Mr Bailey said major projects getting underway in 2020 
included:

•  $1 billion Bruce Highway upgrade Cooroy to Curra 
Section D– 576 jobs

•  $1 billion M1 upgrade from Varsity Lakes to Tugun 
near the NSW border – 837 jobs

•  $662 million Bruce Highway upgrade from 
Caboolture to Steve Irwin Way – 664 jobs

•  $481 million Bruce Highway upgrade from 
Edmonton to Gordonvale in Cairns – 466 jobs

QUEENSLAND EYES LARGEST-EVER  
ROAD ROLLOUT IN 2020

Transport and Main Roads Minister Mark Bailey

 Continued over page



•  $749 million M1 and busway upgrade at Logan – 
721 jobs

•  $712 million Gold Coast Light Rail Stage 3A – 760 
jobs

•  $550 million Sunshine Coast rail upgrade – 333 
jobs

•  $301 million Bruce Highway upgrade at 
Maroochydore Road and Mons Road interchanges 
– 382 jobs

•  $110 million Mackay Northern Access upgrade - 
154 jobs

•  $150 million Bruce Highway interchange upgrade at 
Deception Bay – 270 jobs

•  $44.5 million Springfield Central park ‘n’ ride 
upgrade – 44 jobs

Major projects already underway include:

•  $104 million Cairns Southern Access upgrade from 
Kate Street to Aumuller Street – 113 jobs

•  $514 million Haughton River Floodplain project at 
Giru, 40km south of Townsville – 544 jobs

•  $497 million Mackay Ring Road – 534 jobs

•  $121 million Rockhampton Northern Access 
Upgrade – 260 jobs

•  $75 million Capricorn Highway duplication, 
Gracemere – 187 jobs

•  $812 million Bruce Highway upgrade from 
Caloundra Road to the Sunshine Motorway – 680 
jobs

•  $400 million Ipswich Motorway upgrade from 
Rocklea to Darra – 471 jobs

•  $195 million M1/M3 merge upgrade – 257 jobs

•  $152 million Smithfield Bypass in Cairns – 115 jobs

•  $197.5 million M1 upgrade from Mudgeeraba to 
Varsity Lakes – 257 jobs

•  $80 million Sumners Road interchange – 105 jobs

•  Warrego Highway upgrade at the Chinchilla open 
level crossing

For more information visit www.tmr.qld.gov.au

QUEENSLAND EYES LARGEST-EVER ROAD ROLLOUT IN 2020

 Continued from previous page

Tough new fines get drivers’ attention
Almost 220 drivers were issued 
with $1000 fines in the first week 
of February under Queensland’s 
tougher distracted driving laws.

On February 1 this year, Queensland 
introduced the toughest penalties in 
Australia for drivers illegally using 
mobile devices behind the wheel.

Drivers caught on the phone can be 
fined $1000 and lose four demerit 
points.

Those caught a second time within 
12 months will see double demerits 
applied and could lose their licence.

Transport and Main Roads Minister 
Mark Bailey said the tough new 
measures were necessary to stamp 
out distraction.

“I’ve got no doubt the fines will shock 
them. That’s the intention and we make 
no apologies for it,” Mr Bailey said.

“It’s easy to send a text or have a 
quick scan of social media when 
you’re driving, but that ‘like’ is not 
worth your life or the life of someone 
else.

“Thirty three people died on 
Queensland roads in 2018 because 
of distracted driving and that number 
is likely higher because it can be hard 
to prove distraction as a cause after 
a crash.

“Using your phone while driving is like 
drunk driving. It’s got to stop.

“Drivers who fail to change their 
dangerous behaviour will pay for it.”

Mr Bailey said the Palaszczuk 
Government was also pushing ahead 
to trial new camera technology being 
used in NSW that could catch drivers 
with phones in their hands or laps.

“I’ve seen the technology in action. It 
works and I have no doubt it will save 
lives,” Mr Bailey said.

“We’re looking to start trials with this 
new camera technology in the coming 
months, so we’ll share more details 
about that with the community once 
we have everything in place.

“These cameras are very mobile, so 
they can be moved around across 
urban and regional areas.

“I think, like mobile speed cameras, 
there needs to be that random 
element so drivers know they could 
be caught anywhere, anytime.”

For more information on distracted 
driving, visit https://streetsmarts.
initiatives.qld.gov.au/driver-
distraction/leave-your-phone-alone

http://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/
https://streetsmarts.initiatives.qld.gov.au/driver-distraction/leave-your-phone-alone
https://streetsmarts.initiatives.qld.gov.au/driver-distraction/leave-your-phone-alone
https://streetsmarts.initiatives.qld.gov.au/driver-distraction/leave-your-phone-alone
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G02, 181 St Kilda Road, St Kilda VIC 3182

1300 857 787

My Rewards 
is proud to be a 
partner with 
the TMAA providing 
members a great 
range of benefits

Essentials
Entertainment
Gift Cards
Online Shopping
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Touch pad 10’ with Evocom/Evograph software pre-installed.

Accessories (Optional) IntelligentIntelligent
Traffic Systems
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Mobile Evolis Speed Indication Device
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SCOTT LAWTON

 TMAA NT CHAIR’S REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NORTHERN TERRITORY
DIVISION

TMAA NT, in conjunction with CCF NT, 
held the AGTTM technical roadshow on 12 
February. It was a full house and Dr Dan 
Sullivan outlined the aspects of the AGTTM 
that we need to know. DIPL had their own 
session and we look forward to working with 
them to implement the AGTTM into NT traffic 
management operations. Stay tuned for 
updates on timelines for this introduction.

I would like to thank Tom from CCF NT for his 
ongoing collaboration with the TMAA NT. It 
is always great to be working with likeminded 
organisations for the betterment of our 
industry and the safety off all who work on, 
and use the roads.

Speaking of safety, I am pleased to announce 
the TMAA has secured a $200,000 
grant to air the Your Speed is Our Safety 
advertisments each year across the nation 
until 2023. It is great to see that from our 
fledgling first advertisement this campaign 
has turned into a nationally recognised safety 
campaign. We are so very proud to have 
started this process in the NT and thank DIPL 
for being involved from the get go. We would 
also like to express our absolute gratitude to 
Ady Di Pierro whose passion and commitment 
to these advertisements and his work with 
Tiffany and the gang at Global Headquarters 
has made this possible. Thank you Ady.

TMAA NT looks forward to more collaboration 
with DIPL and events with CCF NT this year.

Stay safe everyone.

Scott Lawton
TMAA NT Chair
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THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED – THE SERVICE YOU EXPECT
A1 Roadlines Pty Ltd  |  89 Rushdale Street, Knoxfield, Victoria 3180  |  www.a1roadlines.com.au

P: 1300 217 623 (A1ROAD)  |  F: (03) 9765 9499  |  E: sales@a1roadlines.com.au

THE CHOICE
IS YOURS!

IN STOCKRANGE OF MODELS

NOW
SET UP &

READY TO GO

At A1 Roadlines we understand that our customers have a 
range of preferences when it comes to fleet vehicles. That’s 
why we fit and service the Scorpion II TMA across a full 
range of suitable host vehicles from world-leading 
manufacturers including ISUZU, UD, FUSO and HINO to 
name a few.

So, when it comes to selecting a fully MASH tested, passed 
and eligible TMA that has also been ASSESSED, 
APPROVED & RECOMMENDED FOR 
ACCEPTANCE throughout Australia by 
ASBAP (Austroads Safety Barrier 
Assessment Panel), the only name you 
need to remember is Scorpion II® TMA 
from A1 Roadlines. When it comes to the 
brand of host vehicle… that’s up to you!
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 TMAA TAS REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

TASMANIA
DIVISION

What a cracking start to the year!
Here in Tassie we have been lucky with our weather and 
general conditions to allow our crew some great days on 
the road. We have seen a lot of the big projects throughout 
Tasmania continue to punch along, as well as a few new 
ones start. The Midlands Hwy 10-year safety plan has 
begun another stage of its upgrades, seeing more and more 
people being employed within our industry.

Along with the new roads being constructed, the 
maintenance programmes have been in full swing across the 
state. Northern Tasmania has had a big push in civil work, 
creating again more jobs for our people on the road.

Earlier this month, we had the launch of the new AGTTM, 
with great numbers attending in both the Launceston and 
Hobart sessions. From an industry point of view, it has 
been well received. And even more so, it has been great to 
see the interest from all stakeholders, seeing the numbers 
of civil, government and maintenance sectors in the room 
together, taking in everything Dr Dan had to say.

Our Christmas was a hit, with many members partaking in 
constructive discussions around safety and what we can do 
to improve that of our people. Portable speed bumps, porta 
booms and other safety initiatives were discussed at length, 
and we all left the meeting with more pros than cons on each 
initiative. 

Following the meeting we had a sit down lunch with 
members of the government, both local and state, including 
Department of State Growth, who have been a great 
supporter of TMAA TAS and what we do. Our guest speaker 
was the newly appointed Minister, Hon Michael Ferguson. 
He offered a very engaging speech and took questions 
from everyone in the room. Minister Ferguson, as Minister 
Rockliff did, has shown a keen interest in how we can 
improve our industry.

We wish all TMAA divisions, stakeholders and sponsors 
a prosperous year, and most of all, all members and 
roadworkers alike a safe one.

Cam & Jake

Jake Vlasveld, TMAA TAS Chair & 
Camille O’Meara, TMAA TAS Board Member &  
TMAA Secretary

JAKE VLASVELDCAMILLE O’MEARA

THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED – THE SERVICE YOU EXPECT
A1 Roadlines Pty Ltd  |  89 Rushdale Street, Knoxfield, Victoria 3180  |  www.a1roadlines.com.au

P: 1300 217 623 (A1ROAD)  |  F: (03) 9765 9499  |  E: sales@a1roadlines.com.au
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why we fit and service the Scorpion II TMA across a full 
range of suitable host vehicles from world-leading 
manufacturers including ISUZU, UD, FUSO and HINO to 
name a few.

So, when it comes to selecting a fully MASH tested, passed 
and eligible TMA that has also been ASSESSED, 
APPROVED & RECOMMENDED FOR 
ACCEPTANCE throughout Australia by 
ASBAP (Austroads Safety Barrier 
Assessment Panel), the only name you 
need to remember is Scorpion II® TMA 
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The Department of State Growth, in conjunction with the CCF Tasmania and TMAA hosted Industry Briefing sessions 
across Hobart and Launceston in early February.

Overall, we had over 250 people attend across all 3 sessions. Many areas of Industry showed up for this event, including 
councils, contractors of the Department, members of the CCF Tasmania & TMAA, RTO’s and local businesses, who are all 
impacted by the introduction of the new Guide.

These sessions were delivered by Dr Dan Sullivan, Project Manager for the Austroads Safety at Road Work Sites Project. Dr 
Sullivan is an expert in this area, and has been leading a cultural change in the industry for many years.

Thanks to Dr Sullivan’s expertise and involvement in the development of the Austroads Guide, attendees of these sessions 
were given valuable information and guidance in regards to the updated Australian Standard 1742.3 2019, and the key 
areas of implementation and change in the new Guide to Temporary Traffic Management.

We were also fortunate enough to have Dan present 
a condensed version of the presentation to relevant 
Department of State Growth staff.

Moving forward, the Department will continue to update 
Tasmanian industry via the Transport website, and industry 
can find resources and information regarding Tasmanian 
implementation and any updates from Austroads.

Anyone seeking guidance or information at this time can 
contact the State Roads WHS Team via stateroadswhs@
stategrowth.tas.gov.au

Tasmanian Industry Briefing Sessions 
Austroads Guide to Temporary Traffic Management
Annie Johns, State Roads Division, Department of State Growth
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https://www.transport.tas.gov.au/road/contractor/trafficguides
mailto:stateroadswhs@stategrowth.tas.gov.au
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The Project Innov8 Award is an award that seeks to  
recognise companies that embrace the use of new plant 
equipment innovative practises and safer methods of  
setting up a job site. 
 
Innov8 Equipment has proudly introduced this new award to 
support and endorse the work of TMAA member companies 
when providing traffic management on worksites.
 
Prize money 
$2500 – Major Project Category
$2500 – Small Project Category

We invite you to take part in the nomination process for the 
Project Innov8 Award.

Nominate 
your company 
now for the 
Project Innov8 
Award
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Click Here to Nominate

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/4c4d06af434b4a3784b4110c7693710d
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Blade TMA
The complete package of safety, worker protection and driver comfort. 

Contact INNOV8 
Equipment today
E: sales@innov8equipment.com.au
P: 1300 071 007
www.innov8equipment.com.au

Discover the

Truck Mounted Attenuator

The Blade TMA crash cushion design can absorb 
wcollisions of up to 100km/hr, offering the ultimate 
impact protection. The patented 12 blade design 
provides energy absorption and safe dispersion, 
minimizing damage while maximizing protection.

The Blade Truck Mounted Attenuator is a patented crash cushion designed to safely 
absorb and disperse vehicle energy travelling at speeds up to 100km/hr.  The 
Blade TMA optimises efficiency and safety, with the TMA deploying from transport 
to operating position in 20 seconds, controlled from the comfort of the cab. 
INNOV8 Equipment’s vehicle of choice for the Blade TMA is the IVECO Eurocargo,  
which offers unlimited idling warranty and has a EURO6 environmental rating. 

The Blade TMA is the perfect vehicle to add to your traffic management 
fleet to protect workers and road users. 

MASH Crash Tested and 
Approved
MASH approved using Roll 
Ahead Distance, providing 
a true-to-life assessment. 
Austroads recommended 
for acceptance now and 
beyond 2020. 

IVECO Eurocargo’s  
HI-SCR System
Creating greater efficiency 
and lower fuel consumption 
compared to competitor 
equivalents.

Discover the Blade TMA TMAA.indd   1Discover the Blade TMA TMAA.indd   1 11/02/2020   3:44:05 PM11/02/2020   3:44:05 PM
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CRASH         
CUSHIONS

PORTABLE      
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

KLEMMFIX

VARIABLE        
MESSAGE SIGNSPORTABOOMS

ARROW 
BOARDS

LEADING TRAFFIC EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER

CCTV CAMERA TRAILER 
KEY FEATURES 
• HDTV 1080p and 10x optical zoom
• Continuous 360° pan and PTZ (Pan, Tilt, Zoom)
• Live streaming available
• Record up to 30 days footage
APPLICATIONS
• Live traffic monitoring
• Recording traffic movements/ conditions
• Pedestrian and cyclists counts
• Surveillance and Security

 VIEW OUR FULL EQUIPMENT RANGE 
www.RPMHIRE.com.au

CONTACT US 
1300 479 570

TMAA AD 06AUG2019 Print Ready  With PM.pdf   1   13/08/2019   3:09:45 PM
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GEOFF HOGBIN

 TMAA NSW CHAIR’S REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES
DIVISION

The NSW Division held its first meeting for 2020 in 
February at Wentworthville Leagues Club.

A sincere thanks to all who attended,especially our 
suppliers & supporters, who, each meeting, demonstrate 
their ongoing commitment to our Association.

The key aspect of the meeting was to establish a priority 
for initiatives we would like to pursue in this calendar 
year. Whilst this list could be exhaustive two items were 
accepted unanimously, with the intent to add further 
matters following further deliberation.

The first initiative was to establish a working party to 
enhance relationships with local government, which would 
best be undertaken through the responsible Minister’s 
portfolio.

Second, was the concern that recent Enterprise 
Agreements in members businesses may not be in the 
overall interest of the Industry.

Therefore is was agreed that the earlier aborted attempt 
to establish an Industry Award be reconsidered, taking 
into account all the learning experiences from the initial 
process.

I would stress that the Association should always be 
consulted on all members Industrial Relation Issues, 
especially if they are proceeding to arbitration or receive 
decisions that should be considered for appeal. Our 
expertise and collective strength, can assist such 
situations.

The new AGTTM was launched in December 2019. I 
encourage memberss to attend the 13 March Technical 
Road Show, to ensure they are up to date with the 
recommendations.

Geoff Hogbin 
TMAA NSW Chair

Friday 13th March 2020
11:00am - 1:00pm
Maggies Meeting Room 3
Wentworth Leagues Club 
50 Smith Street, 
Wentworthville NSW 2145 

TMAA Members: $30pp
Non Members: $60pp
Light refreshments at the conclusion of the 
briefing provided.

NEW CODE OF PRACTICE 
& REVISED AUS. STANDARD

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY BRIEFING

The Traffic Management Association of Australia
(NSW) invite you to attend an Industry Briefing 
to discuss the new Code of Practice and revised 
Australian Standard for Traffic Management.

This is your opportunity to hear from industry experts 
and give you the knowledge to best prepare your 
organisation to be effective when undertaking works that 
require traffic management.

DO YOU 
UNDERSTAND 

THE NEW CODE 
OF PRACTICE?

DO YOU 
KNOW THE 

CHANGES TO 
THE AUSTRALIAN

STANDARD?

INDUSTRY EXPERT
Dr Sullivan is the Founding Director of 
“Solutions in Transport”.  Dan has been 
leading a cultural change in guidance, 
training and registration for the Temporary 
Traffic Management Industry and was 
project manager for the Austroads Safety 
at Road Worksites Project.  Dan is an 
advocate and champion for change and 
improved safety in the Temporary Traffic 
Management Industry. 

Any queries to 
Louise: tmaa@tmaa.asn.au

Register

13 March AGTTM Road Show - BOOK NOW

https://www.evensi.com/industry-update-smith-street-50/378519193
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National Road Safety Week – 4 to 10 May 2020 

This year Yellow Ribbon National Road Safety Week 
(NRSW) will run from 4 to 10 May.  In the leadup to, and 
during the Week, you will see phrases like  “Drive So 
Others Survive!” and “Everyone has a right to Get Home 
Safe!” being used in the press and in social media. There 
will be events at national, state, territory and local levels 
with icons, buildings and bridges being  lit yellow in 
support of the Week. Indeed, some of you might even 
attend the official national launch which will occur in 
Sydney on 3 May with those global icons, the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge and the Sydney Opera House, being lit in 
yellow to mark this important initiative. 

As National Road Safety Week gathers national 
momentum, and knowing the importance the industry 
gives to protecting all those workers on the road ahead, 
our Principal Partners and Supporters are asking each 
company to publicly get behind this initiative.    

Making a public commitment to National Road Safety 
Week 

As you are aware, back in May 2012, Safer Australian 
Roads and Highways (SARAH) realised that with 1200 
people killed on our roads and over 36,000 seriously 
injured every year, this was at epidemic proportions. 
It was clear that we needed to fight what has become 
national complacency. SARAH decided that a new 
dialogue was needed. We also recognised that by 
working together we can all make a real difference.  

The next step was to both initiate an event to focus 
Australia’s attention on protecting those who are 
vulnerable and secondly, generate a national symbol 
for road safety. With this in mind we started a campaign 
that would lead to National Road Safety Week, while our 
promotion of Yellow Ribbon would go on to become the 
nation’s symbol. 

We gave the Week clear purpose:  

•  To remember those who have been killed and 
seriously injured on our roads and highways; and

•  Generate commitment to looking after all those who 
are vulnerable on the road ahead. 

From humble beginnings, the Week has gone on to 
engage Australians across all walks of life and indeed, has 
become a key national road safety event. 

What are the themes for 2020 NRSW? 

As in previous years, each day has a specific theme 
so that different parts of the community can become 

engaged. With regard to traffic management, the 
protection of those who work in the industry is of major 
importance for SARAH. As such, there are a number 
of themes that will apply so that your company can 
leverage off different days. 

For instance, how about starting National Road Safety 
Week on Monday 4 May by taking the “Drive So Others 
Survive! Pledge. Share a video with your staff as to 
why you have taken it and then encourage them to 
do the same. It’s a simple way to start a conversation 
about protecting their lives as well as gain a personal 
commitment to road safety. You can take the pledge at 
https://www.roadsafetyweek.net.au/. 

Given that traffic controllers have not only been 
seriously injured but also killed while on duty, the 
theme for Tuesday 5 May,  “Drive So Others Survive!” 
is very pertinent. Let’s utilise this theme to bring a 
necessary focus to their protection. Let’s reinforce the 
fact that our industry’s safety activities will always be 
based on the following belief: 

“Everyone has a right to get home safe to their loved 
ones… Everyday… No Exceptions!” 

Then on Wednesday 6 May we ask drivers to “Slow 
Down Move Over” to actively protect all those whose 
job places them in harm’s way. Your workers should not 
be at heightened risk of death or serious injury because 
drivers can’t be bothered slowing down to the marked 
speed limit as they proceed through a traffic managed 
area.  

We also need those controlling any vehicle eliminate 
distracted driving, and this is especially the case with 
regard to mobile phone use. As such, the theme for 
Thursday 7 May is “Protecting Every Life”. There is so 
much that we can say about this issue. 

National Road Safety Week 2020
Overall theme
Lead the way: drive so others survive
Daily themes

Date Focus Theme

Sun 3 May Official national launch 
event in Sydney

Lead the way: drive so 
others survive

Mon 4 May Remember the 1200 
people who died on our 
roads last year

Remember the 1200.  
(Even one life lost is too 
many)

Tues 5 May Drive So Others Survive 
- safe driving for work

Support your employees 
to drive so they and 
others survive

Wed 6 May Keep our emergency 
services, roadside 
assistance and roadside 
workers safe

Move over, slow down /  
Slow down move over
(depending on jurisdiction)

Thurs 7 
May

Vulnerable road users 
- pedestrians, children, 
seniors, people with a 
disability

Protecting every life

Fri 8 May Regional and remote road 
users

Shine the light on 
regional and remote 
road users - protect your 
mates so everyone gets 
home safe

HOW WILL YOU SHOW YOUR 

https://www.roadsafetyweek.net.au/
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Sat 9 May Cyclists and motorcyclists Share the roads and 
give cyclists and 
motorcyclists space

Sun 10 
May

Mother’s Day The greatest gift you 
can give Mum is for 
everyone to arrive home 
safe

So how will you show you are a Road Safety Leader? 

It is easy to get behind this initiative and show your 
support!  

1.  Hold a Toolbox Talk for National Road Safety Week 

•  The safety of you and your workers is paramount and 
you already hold safety toolboxes… but take it further 
and invite your upstream and downstream customers 
and start a road safety conversation with them as 
well. Talk about active safety and how together you 
can eliminate road crash risks! Get them to take the 
Pledge! (Start talking about this from March 2020 on!) 

2.  Yellow Ribbon is Australia’s Road 
Safety Symbol… Use it! 

•  You need to publicly show that you 
are a champion. Display yellow 
ribbons or yellow ribbon “Drive So 
Others Survive!” reflective stickers 
on your cars, trucks and plant. (You can order ribbons 
and stickers via our fund raising site at  https://sarah.
cart.net.au/).  Start displaying these at least four 
weeks before NRSW and let everyone know what it 
means to you! 

•  Also, why not use VMS signs to publicly show your 
company is a Road Safety Champion and as they pass 
through your work site ask them to “Drive So Others 
Survive!”  

3. Start a conversation with your family and friends 

•  Tell them why promoting road safety is important to 
you personally, as well as the company. Talk to them 
about situations that you worry about on the road and 
how we can all make a difference! Ask them about 
what concerns them when they get into a vehicle and 
how they think we can improve things.  

4.  Do a school or community talk – Speak with your 
local Council! 

•  If you have children, ask to do a presentation at your 
local school so that we get the message out that the 
lives of traffic controllers must be protected… in every 
circumstance. What about speaking with your local 
community groups… how about doing a presentation 
to your Council about how we can protect not only 
your workers but their workers too! (Start doing this at 
least four weeks before NRSW). 

5.  Use Social Media - Talk about how you support 
National Road Safety Week 

•  In the lead up to and during National Road Safety 
Week, let the community know what you are doing. 
Use the hashtags #NRSW and #DriveSOS. Explain 

how your company uses the colour yellow to show your 
support. Explain what the “Drive So Others Survive!” 
motto on the reflective stickers means to you and what 
you want drivers to do… As we say, everyone has the 
right to get home safe to their loved ones every day no 
exceptions !  

6.  Change you company’s sign-off to include “Drive So 
Others Survive! 

•  How simple is it to show your support by including 
an National Road Safety Week image as part of your 
signature block. You can download the style guide from 
https://www.roadsafetyweek.net.au/branding. (Start using 
this  four weeks before NRSW).  

 

National Road Safety Week is Your Week! 

The Week provides the traffic management industry with 
a great opportunity to show your leadership. We know too 
many people drive at high speeds through work sites, too 
many people drive distracted putting you and your workers 
at risk. We all agree that this has to end, but the only way that 
we are going to get cultural changes is by working together. 

Let’s show the Australian community that you, your company, 
your workers and the traffic management industry has come 
together to ensure that everyone gets home safe. 

So how will you show your leadership this National Road 
Safety Week?  

Peter Frazer

Peter Frazer is President of 
Safer Australian Roads and 
Highways (SARAH) and founder 
of Yellow Ribbon National Road 
Safety Week

www.sarahgroup.org

ROAD SAFETY LEADERSHIP?  

SARAH

Follow the link below to a road safety article in the 
Sydney Morning Herald about the Global Meeting.

https://www.smh.com.au/national/issue-of-
inequality-how-crashes-can-cause-poverty-for-
generations-20200219-p5424q.htm

https://sarah.cart.net.au/
https://sarah.cart.net.au/
https://www.roadsafetyweek.net.au/branding
https://www.smh.com.au/national/issue-of-inequality-how-crashes-can-cause-poverty-for-generations-20200219-p5424q.htm
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Happy 2020 to you all.

What a start to the year with Dr Dan Sullivan making a 
fantastic presentation as part of our collaboration with CCF. 
The Traffic Management Industry Briefing was a huge 
success with around 100 people attending.

A massive thanks to Dan Sullivan for his heart felt 
presentation, his passion for the Industry was well received 
by all. Also, a huge thanks to CCF’s Melissa Ekberg, for the 
venue and running the briefing.

The much awaited DPTI SA Standards for Workzone Traffic 
Management Version 5 has been released with reference to 
the AGTTM. TMAA SA eagerly awaits DPTI’s plan on how 
the AGTTM training will be delivered.

Our State and country is screaming for safety changes and 
structure. Let’s keep the momentum moving in a positive 
way. We must all learn from past incidents / accidents to 
make the Industry safer for all.

STUART NOBLE

Very Exciting news for South Australia and the Civil 
Industry below

Civil Apprenticeships and Careers Ltd (CACL) Group 
Training is the first dedicated Civil Construction Industry 
Group Training Organisation in South Australia, which 
specialises in the employment of civil trade apprentices. 
CACL was founded, and is supported, by the Civil 
Contractors Federation SA. As a not for profit and charity 
CACL ‘s primary concern is ensuring a diverse and high 
quality civil work force exists to support future SA works, 
community and economic needs.

Get in touch with Rebecca and secure your apprentice now 
rpickering@ccfsa.com.au

Stuart Noble 
TMAA SA Chair

Rebecca Pickering

mailto:rpickering@ccfsa.com.au
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By STEPHANIE TIPPLE

Despite objections from several groups, including the 
American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA), 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is moving 
ahead with plans to reallocate a portion of the 5.9 GHz 
band to a 45 MHz sub-band that supports unlicensed uses 
like WiFi.

FCC Chairman Ajit Pai announced the proposal on Nov. 
20 during a meeting with Citizens Against Government 
Waste, New America’s Open Technology Institute, and 
WifiForward. 

The FCC’s five-member commission voted unanimously on 
Dec. 12 to “take a fresh and comprehensive look at the 5.9 
GHz (5.850-5.925 GHz) band, proposing rule changes to 
ensure that this spectrum supports its highest and best use 
for the American people,” according an FCC press release.

The commission met again on Jan. 30 but no further 
action was taken. People have until March 9 to submit 
comments and until April 6 to post replies, according to an 
FCC spokesman. ATSSA was among the groups crafting a 
public response to the action. 

Since Pai’s Nov. 20 announcement, numerous groups 
including the Department of Defense (DOD), the Intelligent 
Transportation Society of America (ITS America), and 
ATSSA have spoken out against the proposal.

“ATSSA is committed to reducing fatalities and serious 
injuries on U.S. roadways and it’s critical to keep the 
5.9 GHz spectrum band dedicated to transportation 
safety to achieve those goals,” ATSSA Vice President of 
Government Relations Nathan Smith said.

“We believe it’s critical for the federal government to make 
this a top priority,” he added. “We are only now on the cusp 
of broad deployment of connected and automated vehicle 
technology, and because of that, now is not the time to 
gamble with the safety of the American public. If, as a 

nation, safety is our top priority, then let’s work together to 
make certain we put words into practice.”

Secretary of Defense Mark Esper said in a Nov. 18 letter 
to Pai that “there are too many unknowns and the risks are 
far too great to federal operations” if Global Positioning 
System signals and other military systems were shifted to 
another proposed spectrum.

“This could have a significant negative impact on military 
operations, both in peacetime and war. I, therefore, strongly 
oppose this license modification,” Esper wrote.

ITS America President and CEO Shailen Bhatt also issued 
a statement opposing the plan.

“In a country that reels from nearly 36,000 roadway deaths 
every year, it is unfathomable that the United States would 
literally give away our top safety tool – and with it, our best 
chance to save tens of thousands of lives,” Bhatt stated.

“The FCC is prepared to trade safer roads for more 
connectivity by giving away much of the 5.9GHz safety 
spectrum, which allows vehicles to talk to each other and 
the infrastructure (V2X communications) – and it proposes 
to make such an inexplicable decision in the absence of 
data. The Commission is prepared to put not just drivers 
but pedestrians and other vulnerable users, particularly first 
responders and those in work zones, at grave risk – and 
for what? It comes down to priorities – we can save and 
protect people’s lives, or we can ensure its easier to place 
online orders from our cars. The choice is clear – safety 
always wins.”

In 1999, the FCC designated the 75 MHz spectrum in the 
band for Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC), 
which supports Connected and Automated Vehicles 
(CAVs), Cellular Vehicle to Everything (C-V2X) technology, 
and a number of roadway safety infrastructure devices.

FCC VOTES TO  
REALLOCATE PART  
OF 5.9 GHZ BAND TO WIFI

Stephanie Tipple writes for the American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA), which works to advance 
roadway safety. ATSSA represents the roadway safety industry with effective legislative advocacy and a 
far-reaching member partnership. The association also leads the nation in work zone safety training and 
education for roadway workers across the country. ATSSA members accomplish the advancement of roadway 
safety through the design, manufacture, and installation of road safety and traffic control devices. 

Visit www.atssa.com to learn more.

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2019/11/dod-joins-fight-against-5g-spectrum-proposal-citing-risks-to-gps/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/596fb16003596e0fa70a232f/t/5dd5794f015a3f352eef5c1b/1574271312084/FCC+5.9GHz+proposal+statement+11-20.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/596fb16003596e0fa70a232f/t/5dd5794f015a3f352eef5c1b/1574271312084/FCC+5.9GHz+proposal+statement+11-20.pdf
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Auditing of TTM Worksites is a means by which 
somebody can undertake an independent evaluation 
and provide feedback to those involved so that 
improvements can be made to both the situation and 
the process that led them there in the first place. 

 

New Zealand has a Code of Practice for Temporary 
Traffic Management (CoPTTM) which provides for 
guidance for all situations and worksites.  It was 
originally released in 2000 and intended to provide 
a consistent standard across the country.  There are 
more than 60 road controlling authorities (RCA) in 
New Zealand each of whom manages a length of the 
road network.  The state highway network (equivalent 
to main roads in Australia) is managed by the New 
Zealand Transport Agency (The Transport Agency). 

The CoPTTM includes clear methodology guidance 
for the completion of TTM Audits using either of two 
standard forms (Short or Full - Auckland uses the full 
version).  Most individual worksites can be audited 
within an hour by an experienced lone auditor who 
will then discuss the findings with the Site Traffic 
Management Supervisor (STMS) and the audit is then 
documented on-site.  Compared to the Australian 
equivalent, this methodology has several known 
advantages and disadvantages such as being a 

very quick, simple process on which auditors can be 
relatively easily trained although requires practical 
competency-based training and experience. The 
disadvantage is that with a lone auditor (which most 
audits are here), more errors are introduced albeit 
typically manifesting as under reporting any issues  
on site. 

Auckland Transport is the RCA for approximately 7,500 
km of local roads in the Auckland region. We have 
estimated that there are approximately 2,000 TTM 
worksites present (attended or unattended) on the 
road corridor on any given day.   Auckland Transport 
currently has a team of 5 TTM Advisors who manage 
between them to complete about 150 to 200 TTM audits 
each month.  This equates to a sample rate of about 
0.5% each week day. Our motto is “Helping friends and 
family get home safely”. 

One of the key focus points of the auditing team has 
been consistency. It is unfortunately all too easy for 5 
people to have completely different methods of auditing 
and thus it would be virtually impossible to evaluate 
trends and even harder to influence change. Combine 
this with the natural inclination (with the lone auditor) for 
issues to be missed and we have a bigger problem in 
the consistency space. We have taken the edge off this 
risk through a variety of joint exercises which help to 
normalise the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of TTM audits. 

In terms of actual auditing presence on the network, 
0.5% is clearly quite a small sample. Historically 
numbers were a lot less but even the 150 monthly 
audits allow us to interpret trends and see where focus 
is required for improved outcomes (including safety). 
We are able to do this because we put all our data in a 
database. Our database now has in excess of 11,000 
records. 

So what are the trends we see? 

We typically have 60 to 70% of worksites that are more 
or less compliant with the CoPTTM. They have all key 
controls in place and as a result have no more than a 
few minor faults on the physical worksite. The issue is 
that this means there are about 30 to 40% of worksites 

AUDITING OF TEMPORARY TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT (TTM) WORKSITES 
- A PERSPECTIVE BY AN AUSSIE IN 
NEW ZEALAND.
by Tom Kiddle

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/code-temp-traffic-management
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that don’t. Under half of these will be missing the key 
controls but physically are reasonably safe. What I 
mean by this is that from a road worker and road user 
perspective, the risks are managed on the ground at the 
time of the review but how they got there has significant 
control gaps. For example, there may be no approval for 
the work from the RCA or there might be nobody with 
any formal knowledge / qualification on the worksite 
when there needs to be. 

Let’s have a look at what we consider are the key 
controls:

1.  Qualified person on site. In simple terms, the 
CoPTTM requires all worksites to be actively 
managed by a suitably qualified Site Traffic 
Management Supervisor (STMS). For attended 
(active) worksites, the STMS must be on site. Under 
some conditions, the STMS can brief a deputy to 
manage on their behalf (the deputy requires a lesser 
level of qualification). On unattended worksites, the 
STMS just needs to be within a certain travel time.

2.  emporary Speed Limit (TSL) appropriate. Based 
on the conditions on the worksite, is the TSL in place 
appropriate and signed correctly on each approach 
to the risk area.

3.  Traffic flow. Based on observations on the worksite, 
is the traffic flow not avoidably inconvenienced or 
are there instances where conflicting traffic flows 
are created (most often when a Stop / Go operation 
ends up with multiple “go” displays and near misses 
(or hits) as a results).

4.  On Site Record. This needs to be an accurate 
record of what is present on site (including the 
details of any Temporary Speed Limit) and records 
the monitoring undertaken on site. Ultimately, this is 
the test of the competence of the STMS. Often we 
see a tick box type result even when the worksite is 
significantly unsafe.

5.  TMP Approved. There is a requirement for all 
activities on the road corridor to have a plan that 
complies with the CoPTTM and has been approved 
by the RCA.

6.  TMP on site. In order for a plan to be effective, it 
has to be available to those that need it. In this case, 
the STMS is the user.

7.  TMP applicable. This control is about the plan being 
suitable for both the road environment and the work 
space. If either of these do not match the plan, then 
there is a likelihood that the planning will not have 
adequately identified the real risks that exist and 

thus the mitigations will not be appropriate. Mostly 
this becomes an issue when the actual workspace is 
partly (or wholly) outside of the planned workspace.

8.  TMP followed. This control is about whether the 
broad methodology or closure type for the TTM has 
been followed. There is little point in having a great 
plan if it isn’t followed. 

Our analysis has shown that the more key controls 
missing on a worksite, the less likely there will be no 
more than minor physical faults. In other words, there is 
a strong correlation between the key controls and the 
physical safety of a worksite. This should be no surprise 
to anybody. 

However, there are some controls that are omitted 
far more than others. These are the “On Site Record” 
and “Following the TMP”. Many of the contractors 
undertaking their own in-house audits have identified the 
same issues in their operations. 

Is this useful? Yes, it is. 

This allows them and us to help organisations target 
improvements in this area to improve their overall 
safety management. With auditing, we have in some 
ways given a voice to the STMS’ that all is not as it was 
thought to be. We have strong evidence that the more 
auditing that takes place, the better individuals get at 
performing their intended purpose – making worksites 
safe for road users and road workers. 

There is much more that I could write about in this 
article about the work we do on consistency, helping 
drive change and more but we will leave that for another 
article. 

About the author: Tom emigrated from Melbourne 
to Auckland as a teenager and trained as a roading 
engineer in the mid-1980s. Since then he has 
worked mostly for local councils either directly or as 
a consultant.  Since the late 1990s, he has provided 
training and advice in the TTM industry and in 2011 
started work for Auckland Transport in road corridor 
access compliance. In 2014, his role was refined to 
Temporary Traffic Management leading a small team of 
TTM Advisors. He is a representative on the Transport 
Agency’s CoPTTM Governance Group. 

AUDITING OF TEMPORARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (TTM) WORKSITES - A PERSPECTIVE BY AN AUSSIE IN NEW ZEALAND.
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DR DAN SULLIVAN Project Manager

ASSISTING INDUSTRY IN ADAPTING 
TO THE LATEST CHANGES IN 
TEMPORARY TRAFFIC MANAGMENT

The long-anticipated changes to the Temporary Traffic Management industry have started to come into practice. 
On 11December 2019 the release of both the new national Standard AS1742.3 from Standards Australia and the 
Austroads Guide to Temporary Traffic Management, occured in Brisbane. 

I have been personally leading the development, management and delivery of the Austroads Guide to Temporary 
Traffic Management since it was first conceived in December 2015 at an Austroads Steering Committee meeting 
in Wellington, New Zealand. The New Zealand Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM) 
was presented to the Steering Committee and provided an ideal template for industry best practice. The Steering 
Committee immediately proposed that the Austroads Safety at Road Worksites project should be amended to 
commence the development of an Austroads Guide to similarly inform the temporary traffic management industry 
in Australia. Following this meeting I was appointed to manage the development of the current structure (including 
one part that was later omitted) and then deliver the writing and publication of the ten-part series. 

Separately, I was nominated to sit on the Australian Standards committee responsible for the update to AS1742.3. 
This update is the most substantial change to the Standard in over 25 years and now includes most of the best 
practice devices used within the temporary traffic management industry today. The development of the Standard 
commenced in late 2015 with the publication held to 
coincide with the Austroads launch. 

The formal launch of the Guide to Temporary Traffic 
Management took place on 11 December 2019 at 
the Transport and Main Roads offices in Brisbane with 
presentations from Nick Koukoulas (CEO Austroads), 
Neil Scales (Chair - Austroads Board) Louise van Ristell 
(TMAA EO) and Dan Sullivan (Solutions in Transport). 
A video of the Austroads launch event can be found 
at https://vimeo.com/378888084. The new Australian 
Standard AS1742.3 can be purchased from Standards 
Australia (https://www.standards.org.au/) and the 
Austroads Guide can be downloaded for free from 
Austroads (https://austroads.com.au/). 

I also led the development of a series of short webinars (20 to 30 minutes each Part) to support the launch of the 
Guides and to assist readers in gaining a quick understanding of the content of each Part. 

However, I am always aware that the publication of documents by itself does not achieve the outcomes that we 
all want which is safety at road worksites. To assist industry in understanding all the new documents, I have, in 
association with TMAA and CCF, been visiting most States and Territories to provide an overview presentation of 
the new Australian Standard and the Austroads Guide to Temporary Traffic Management. The focus of the sessions 
has been to provide a brief overview of the intent behind the new documents and of the principle contents of 
the documents. Importantly, information on how to read the series of documents is provided as it can be quite a 
daunting pile of paper for the new reader. 

 Continued over page

https://vimeo.com/378888084
https://www.standards.org.au/
https://austroads.com.au/
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To date, industry briefing 
sessions have been held 
in Adelaide, Melbourne, 
Launceston, Hobart (3), Darwin 
(2) and Perth as of the end of 
February. All sessions have 
been a sell-ou. Future sessions 
are planned for Townsville, 
Brisbane, Toowoomba and 
Sydney so if you live in those 
areas look out for the invites 
for these events on the TMAA 
website. 

The biggest issue raised at 
these sessions has been about 
the timeframes that industry 
needs to be aware of for the 
transition from the existing practices. Unfortunately, there is not one agreed date by all the road authorities as 
some States / Territories need to make legislative changes while others simply need to change some of their own 
guidelines to refer to the new documents. You are encouraged to watch for advice from your State / Territory road 
authority for further information on transition timeframes. 

A copy of the presentation for these events is available through TMAA. In addition, one of the sessions in Hobart 
was videoed so look out for that to become available in the near future on TMAA/CCF websites. 

In addition to these industry briefings, I am developing worksite training sessions to assist Local Governments, 
Contractors and Temporary Traffic Management Companies in the following areas

ASSISTING INDUSTRY IN ADAPTING TO THE LATEST CHANGES 
IN TEMPORARY TRAFFIC MANAGMENT

 Continued from previous page
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Generic TMP and TGS This workshop outlines the fundamental processes to undertake in developing a 
generic TMP for repetitive maintenance type activities and the associated TGSs 
to use for these works. The key elements of the workshop are centred around;

· understanding all of the available Temporary Traffic Management options 
which can be applied

· the development of a generic TMP

· the development of a full set of generic TGS diagrams

· and most importantly the process to be applied in the selection and 
application of generic TGS, 

The outcomes of a properly developed generic TMP and TGS process will be 
improved consistency in the application of the TGS and safety outcomes for all 
workers and for the public. 

There is the option to develop up a Generic TMP and TGSs as an add on to this 
workshop.  

Road Categorisation A key task confronting all road authorities is the categorisation of all roads in 
their network in accordance with the new guidelines in the Austroads Guide to 
Temporary Traffic Management. While this process may seem daunting, trial 
applications have been undertaken for three road authorities across Australia 
which have demonstrated that this process can be completed in as few as two 
days. Additional categorisation processes can then be applied to higher category 
roads to ensure that over-onerous requirements are not applied for lower impact 
works. 

Traffic Management 
Planning overview

The Traffic Management Plan has been a permanent requirement of State and 
Territory guidance for many years yet is rarely undertaken in a sufficiently robust 
manner. 

This workshop is targeted at those who need to procure, project manage or 
undertake surveillance of temporary traffic management but may not necessarily 
need to sit and understand the full Traffic Management Design course. 

Procuring temporary 
traffic management 
– the risks and the 
responsibilities

Road authorities and contractors procuring temporary traffic management 
services typically set out a set of technical requirements that must be met by the 
traffic management contractor. These often seem like obvious requirements but 
can place high levels of risk back onto these organisations. 

This workshop uses examples of real-life projects to lead a facilitated discussion 
into how procuring organisations can better understand and protect themselves 
from the risks associated with temporary traffic management. 

Keep a watch out for these sessions coming soon or contact me for further information or to book a session. 

Dan Sullivan
Founding Director – Solutions in Transport
(e) dan.sullivan@solutionsintransport.com.au
(m) 0423 782 189

mailto:dan.sullivan@solutionsintransport.com.au


The Implications of Connected 
and Automated Vehicles for 
Local Agency Planning

Minnesota DOT has released a set of 
recommendations for local agencies to consider 
when planning their future capital projects and 
traffic control equipment investments. Report 
2019-35 titled, “How Locals Need to Prepare for 
the Future of V2V / V2I Connected Vehicles” was 
written by John Hourdos and makes six specific 
recommendations for local agencies. 

Local agencies have limited road construction 
and maintenance budgets. And their capital 
expenditures normally are expected to last 20 
years. So, design and component choices they 
make today should be compatible, as much 
as possible, with emerging and future vehicle 
technologies. This report attempts to help them 
do that.

The first two recommendations are well known: 
maintain road markings and maintain clear 
signage. Without them most current vehicle 
systems cannot navigate accurately. Proper 
levels of retroreflectivity and standard, consistent 
formatting are key.

The third recommendation is to modernize 
roadway design information. Some geometric 
features may have an affect on autonomous 
vehicles. But what those features are and how 
they will affect future vehicles is not clear today, 
so this advice is more difficult to follow. Still, 
we should be aware this may become an issue, 
including in our work zones.

They also stress the importance of accurate 
digital maps that can be changed in real time. 
“These maps will need to detail exactly where 
the roadways are and what their features are. 
They will also need to be kept up to date, as 

Road-Tech Safety Services, Inc
JOE JEFFREY

workzoneitsblog

ALL THINGS WORK 
ZONE AND RURAL ITS

CAV applications depend on current, precise 
information.”

This is a topic we have written about on numerous 
occasions. Only when work zone details are 
automatically updated on our digital maps, can 
we expect CAVs to safely navigate our work 
zones.

The fourth recommendation is to modernize 
controller hardware. This applies primarily to 
permanent signal controllers. They recommend 
spending the money for controllers with room 
to add new software as CAVs become more 
common. Our portable, temporary signal vendors 
should keep this in mind if and when they 
redesign their equipment or software.

The report is short and high-level, but it can start 
the process of planning for the future in our many 
local agencies. 
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2019 National Winners & Proud Sponsors

2019 National Winners & Proud Sponsors

Industry Awards Gala Dinners 

Industry Award  
presentation dinner dates:

South Australia  
Queensland 
Western Australia
New South Wales
Tasmania
Northern Territory  
Victoria/National 

Nomination 
submission closing dates:

South Australia 
Queensland 

Western Australia
New South Wales

Tasmania
Northern Territory  
Victoria/National 

: 29th May 
: 05th June
: 12th June 
: 19th June
: 26th June
: 24th July
: 14th Aug

01st May :
08th May :
15th May :
22nd May :
29th May :
26th June :
10th July :

TM companies working as a JV, partnership or contracting with a flexible pavements  
company /project, are encouraged to submit a joint nomination for the relevant award 

More details on www.aapa.asn.au/events/
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CCAALLLL  --  11330000  RROOAADDPPLLAANNSS  

 

 

Traffic Engineering Australia offer practical and effective solutions to all traffic management needs. 

Qualified & actively designing in Queensland, NSW and Victoria. 

Focusing on innovation, efficiency and safety. 

Services we provide: 

• Engineering Services (RPEQ-QLD) 
• Traffic impact assessment 
• Sidra report & traffic counts 
• Turn path analysis & design 
• Traffic Plan design (TGS-TCP) 
• Traffic Management Plan development (TMP) 
• Road Occupancy Permit/License application & maintenance 
• Road-Safety & Site Auditing 

A complete service for all your traffic management requirements for both short term and long-term 
projects. 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES: 

• Traffic controller management and supply 
• Traffic control accreditation training & white cards 
• Permanent and long-term signage installation 
• Line marking implementation 

 

www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au 
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Fact Sheet: 
D.I.D.O and Fatigue
As the Australian mining and resource industry has experienced rapid growth in recent decades, the nation is beginning 
to see a trend towards a growing number of workers who operate in a Drive-In, Drive-Out (D.I.D.O) and Fly-In, Fly-Out  
(F.I.F.O) capacity. 

As the term suggests, D.I.D.O workers commute to their 
remote work sites by driving. Typically, they will stay onsite 
for a period of time before returning home. However, some 
D.I.D.O workers – typically contractor support personnel
– will drive long distances to undertake work during the
day and then drive home at the end of the day or into the
evening. For D.I.D.O workers who remain on-site, schedules
typically involve shift work. Rosters can vary, depending on
the worker’s arrangement with their employee. They will
either be evenly rostered, such as 2 weeks on and 2 weeks
off, or unevenly rostered, such as 3 weeks on and 1 week off.
Workers may be assigned day shift, night shift or a rotation
between day and night shift. Extended working hours of 10
or 12 hours per shift are not uncommon.

While D.I.D.O work comes with its perks, such as high pay, 
free accommodation and food, and an opportunity to work 
in a dynamic industry, it also presents some challenges. 

These include1, 2, 3:  

Did You Know?
Working 12-hour night shifts on an extended roster can 
have the same effect on performance as a BAC of 0.05%.6

Time spent commuting 
from home to the worksite

Long, intense and 
frequent shifts 

Altered sleep patterns Absence from  
family for extended 

periods of time

Detachment from 
typical support 

structures 

I hope the answer that springs to mind immediately is – HELL NO!!!

When you hear the term “school zone” you immediately know it’s zoned 40kmh because it is 
a high-risk area of the road. The simple reason is children congregate here, and children are 
our most vulnerable and ignorant road users.

As a result, traffic is slowed so that when a child is not paying attention or does something 
unexpected, like chase a ball across the road, you as the driver have more time to react. 
A vehicle travelling at 40kmh still takes 26m to stop, and should you hit a pedestrian the 
chance of a fatality is 30%. However, the 40kmh speed limit provides plenty of time for an 
alert driver to react.

The key point here is an alert driver.

A recent survey of 1000 Australian adult drivers discovered an alarming attitude towards 
texting on a handheld device. Nearly 40% of drivers said it’s acceptable to respond to a text 
while driving at 40kmh. By comparison, only 13% said it was acceptable to check the phone 
while stopped, and changing the song of a playlist was only okay with 10% (thankfully just 
over 38% viewed any of these behaviours as unacceptable).

This data also indicates some road users won’t respond to texts at high speeds, but the 
same practice becomes acceptable at a lower speed.

Is this because the risk of harm is now lower? That’s fine if you’re the driver. But for 
vulnerable road users, like children and other pedestrians, speed makes a huge difference.

Reducing impact speed from 60kmh to 50kmh almost halves the likelihood of death, but 
has little impact on likelihood of injury, which remains close to 100%. But bring your speed 
down to 40kmh, like in school zones, and you’ve reduced the likelihood of death four times 
compared with 60kmh, and dramatically reduced the chances of impact too.

Speed really does matter. And so does the driver being alert and able to react.

The survey results reflect that the road safety issue here is the texting driver has failed to 
recognise they are part of a system is designed to keep everyone safe. Their choices and actions 
have consequences, and texting while driving significantly increases their risk of a crash.

Is It Okay To Speed 
Through A School Zone?
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https://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/stayingsafe/schools/flashinglights/index.html
https://www.nrspp.org.au/resources/nrspp-quick-fact-stopping-distance/
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https://www.budgetdirect.com.au/car-insurance/articles/aussie-attitudes-towards-using-mobile-phones-while-driving.html
https://www.nrspp.org.au/resources/nrspp-quick-fact-why-speed-matters/


To put it into context, a text message that takes 10 seconds to type is the equivalent of driving 111m 
essentially blindfolded. Something I don’t think any driver would otherwise choose to do.

Lower speed zones are in place to account for predominately higher risk areas of incidents, mainly with 
VRUs, not to provide a focal area for drivers to respond to texts.

Interestingly, the insurer’s survey also showed 32% of drivers identified tougher penalties as a deterrent 
from texting while driving, and another 21% the use of mobile detection cameras.

Hopefully road users will decide, just like drink driving, texting can wait until you’re out of the car. Is it 
really that important?

The “Using a mobile phone while driving: Australian survey 2020” was conducted by insurer Budget 
Direct.

For further information or any questions about how to cite this information, please contact Yacine 
Khouzami at yacine.khouzami@autogeneral.com.au

This survey was conducted by Google Surveys on behalf of Budget Direct in January 2020. All figures 
are from this research unless stated otherwise. The survey was conducted online with a total sample size 
of 1,000 weighted and representative of all Australian adults (aged 18+).

• If you’re caught using a mobile phone in a school zone in NSW the fine increases to $457. In the ACT, 
if you’re caught doing anything more on your phone than speaking, the penalty increases to a $589 fine 
and 4 demerit points.

For more on workplace sun protection, visit www.nrspp.org.au or www.sunsmart.com.au. Alternatively, 
join the free NRSPP SunSmart webinar on 3 December.

Is It Okay To Speed Through A School Zone?

https://www.nrspp.org.au/resources/nrspp-quick-fact-driver-distraction/
https://www.nrspp.org.au/resources/nrspp-quick-fact-driver-distraction/
https://www.budgetdirect.com.au/car-insurance/articles/aussie-attitudes-towards-using-mobile-phones-while-driving.html
https://www.budgetdirect.com.au/
https://www.budgetdirect.com.au/
mailto:yacine.khouzami@autogeneral.com.au
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NOW TMR APPROVED

The PTL3 Type-1 offers improved safety 

for traffic controllers over the traditional 

Stop/Go sign by keeping them off the 

road and out of harms’ way.

Compact, lightweight and long battery 

life, this portable traffic light raises the 

bar for road safety equipment.

PTL3 TYPE-1 FEATURES

LONG LASTING BATTERY HAND CONTROLLER TRIPOD STAND

On a full charge, the unit lasts at 
least 15 hours. An optional external 
battery pack is also available.

Our easy to use hand controller
is visible during the day or night 
with long range transmission.

Easily adjustable tripod stand 
reduces setup time. Sturdy, 
lightweight and highly visible.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION ON (07) 5529 1188

LDC Equipment
27 Harrington Street 
Arundel QLD 4214

www.ldcequipment.com.au
facebook.com/ldcequipment
linkedin.com/company/ldc-equipment

Scan QR code 
for more details 
or to get in touch 
with us..

PORTABLE TRAFFIC LIGHT
PTL3 TYPE-1
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TSWHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO BEFORE YOU 
LOAD: PAYLOAD AND THE GMV FOR LIGHT 

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
QUICK FACTS

What is a GVM?

All commercial and 4-wheel drive vehicles are 
designed with a Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM), 
specified by the manufacturer. The GVM is 
the maximum amount a vehicle can weigh 
when fully loaded. Drivers must be aware that 
exceeding the GVM of the vehicle is illegal and 
compromises the safety of the vehicle.

A vehicle’s GVM can be found on its 
compliance plate, in the owner’s hand book, 
or on the side of the vehicle.

What is a payload?

If you take the weight of your empty vehicle 
(Kerb Weight) and subtract that amount from 
the GVM, you are left with what is called the 
Payload. This Payload is the maximum weight 
able to be carried by the vehicle including all 
occupants, and any luggage or equipment on 
board.

What are the risks of exceeding the GVM?

Are you exceeding your vehicle’s GVM?

When registering a light commercial vehicle, the weight of the maximum number of occupants 
(assuming 68kg per person) must not exceed 50% of the payload. Examples below.

2-seat ute 4-seat ute with service body

LEGAL

50% of Payload = 375kg  
Maximum weight of occupants (2x68kg) = 136kg  

This meets the criteria for a light commercial vehicle

ILLEGAL

50% of Payload = 250kg  
Maximum weight of occupants (4x68kg) = 272kg  

This does not meet criteria for a light commercial vehicle

Increased running costs Increased stopping distance Increased rollover risk

Loss of demerit points Increased wear and tear 
which may void the warranty

Kerb weight
2,350kg

GVM 
2,850kg
Payload

500kg

68kg 68kg
68kg 68kg

68kg 68kg

Kerb weight
1,950kg

GVM 
2,700kg
Payload
 750kg

What is Kerb Weight?

The weight of a vehicle with a full tank of fuel, 
full amount of fluids, such as oil and coolant, 
and without any occupants or additional load 
is the Kerb Weight.
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Fact Sheet: 
D.I.D.O and Fatigue
As the Australian mining and resource industry has experienced rapid growth in recent decades, the nation is beginning 
to see a trend towards a growing number of workers who operate in a Drive-In, Drive-Out (D.I.D.O) and Fly-In, Fly-Out  
(F.I.F.O) capacity. 

As the term suggests, D.I.D.O workers commute to their 
remote work sites by driving. Typically, they will stay onsite 
for a period of time before returning home. However, some 
D.I.D.O workers – typically contractor support personnel
– will drive long distances to undertake work during the
day and then drive home at the end of the day or into the
evening. For D.I.D.O workers who remain on-site, schedules
typically involve shift work. Rosters can vary, depending on
the worker’s arrangement with their employee. They will
either be evenly rostered, such as 2 weeks on and 2 weeks
off, or unevenly rostered, such as 3 weeks on and 1 week off.
Workers may be assigned day shift, night shift or a rotation
between day and night shift. Extended working hours of 10
or 12 hours per shift are not uncommon.

While D.I.D.O work comes with its perks, such as high pay, 
free accommodation and food, and an opportunity to work 
in a dynamic industry, it also presents some challenges. 

These include1, 2, 3:  

Did You Know?
Working 12-hour night shifts on an extended roster can 
have the same effect on performance as a BAC of 0.05%.6

Time spent commuting 
from home to the worksite

Long, intense and 
frequent shifts 

Altered sleep patterns Absence from  
family for extended 

periods of time

Detachment from 
typical support 

structures 

What sort of driver are you when you are out on the 
road? Are you carefree, angry, happy, relaxed… or does 
it depend on the day or who is in the car… do you even 
care???

For some reason completely normal people when they 
get behind the wheel of a vehicle transform. This inner 
demon materialises the moment anyone wrongs them 
when driving on their road. For these angry drivers 
suddenly a few seconds become all important.

Any other road user who is too slow; changed into their 
lane blocking them; too slow off the lights; indicates 
late; and the list goes on.

Basically anyone who does something on the road that 
the demon possessed drivers view as a personal wrong 
against them. This is their road, all other users should 
give way to them or move as they do. Any deviation or 
interruption or delay the solution is hot rage.

Honk the horn, tail gate, yell swear, flash lights, 
following the car – anything to feed that pulsing rage 
which becomes part of the driving demon outlet known 
as ROAD RAGE. Now think, do you see this behaviour 
when you are out on the road and shake your head? Or 
are you that person? If so how far will your rage lead 
you? For some that rage takes an even scarier turn 
all of sudden with the driver exiting the vehicle in their 
demon possessed state to  inflict physical violence on 
other road users.

Is that road rage really worth it for a little indiscretion? 
Now consider, for many people the driving commute is 
how you start and finish the day. If during the commute 
you become that demon possessed driver this anger 
will flow into your daily life.

So the question then becomes what sort of person do 
you want to be? So when you get into car, instead of 
raging how about applying the following strategies to 
use when you feel that demon coming on:

Don’t get into your car in an emotional state (e.g., angry, 
upset, frustrated). Driving in an emotional state can 
increase your crash risk by almost 10-fold! If you are 
anger prone, try to recognize these feelings building up 
and avoid driving when you do.

Expect traffic delays every time you get into your car. 
Plan ahead and leave early to avoid time pressured 
driving.

Turn on the radio to your favourite music station or put 
on a podcast and enjoy the ride. Just remember to wind 
the windows up as you belt out a tune if your voice is 
like mine!

Focus on the task at hand – getting to your destination 
as safely as possible. Driving involves a lot of complex 
decision-making. Having something to focus on will 
take your mind off any feelings of frustration and on to 
your driving.

Never drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs. It is 
well known that being under the influence can increase 
your risk of a crash and can also make some people 
more anger prone.

Practice mindfulness to help you adopt a more adaptive 
focus while driving.

Have you been subject to road rage or do you have 
strategies to subdue your driving demon?

If you are concerned about Road Rage NRSPP has 
developed a Tool Box Talk to provide guidance to assist 
organisations in helping their workers avoiding being 
the focus of road rage and tips to keep the demon at 
bay.

Subdue Your Driving Demon: 
Tips To Manage Road Rage
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REAL-TIME REPORTING AND 
ANALYTICS TO GROW YOUR 
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS

The new analytics tool 
hitting the market

This February, Assignar will be releasing its 
new analytics tool  - Operational  Intelligence. 

As more and more traffic management busi-
nesses turn towards digital solutions to collect 
and process their operations data. Growing 
and cross-functional teams need data-driven 
decisions for their time-critical activities. The 
challenge is how to create meaningful insights 
from all that data.

Assignar’s new analytics module has all the key 
metrics used to run your business available at 
your fingertips, on your choice of device and 
on the go.

CUSTOMISABLE 
DASHBOARDS

GEO-SPATIAL HEAT 
MAPS

SCHEDULE AND SHARE 
DASHBOARDS

UPCOMING WEBINAR

Friday 21st of February, 9:00 AM (AEST)

Join us online to learn about our new analytics 
tool and see how industry leaders are using 
analytics to optimise and grow their business 
operations.  

Email angelica@assignar.com to register. www.assignar.com  | (02)  9199 7447

Assignar’s prebuilt dashboards 
put your key metrics front and 
centre, allowing you to view your 
data the way you prefer. Includ-
ing pie charts, bar charts or pivot 
tables. 

Create geo-spatial heat maps of 
your fieldworkers, assets, orders or 
projects. See where the majority of  
your  jobs sit and where your top 
client projects are located.  

Don’t be data siloed with your 
custom dashboard. Share and 
schedule your dashboard to key 
stakeholders in whatever format 
suits your business, for example  
pdf or .csv. Automated scheduling 
eases the weekly report distribu-
tion. Get what you need, when you 
need it.  
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A proud sponsor and supporter of Traffic Management Association of Australia



Queensland’s biggest field day 
showcasing the latest technology.

CONTACT CCF QLD FOR  
MORE DETAILS AND TO BOOK  

1300 CCF QLD | QLDEVENTS@CCFQLD.COM

2020 EXHIBITOR BOOKINGS NOW OPEN

Proudly brought to you 
by CCF Queensland

Supported by CCF 
Queensland Exclusive 

Annual Partner
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Cameron is  a  h ighly  exper ienced OHS and cr iminal  law prac t i t ioner.  Cameron was  Telstra’s  in-house 
health  and safet y  legal  counsel  for  9  years  pr ior  to  jo ining Lander  & Rogers.
Cameron’s  areas  of  exper t ise  inc lude;  ser ious  inc ident  management;  advis ing on cr iminal  and regulator y 
invest igat ions  and prosec ut ions;  prepar ing responses  and chal lenges  to  regulator y  not ices ;  OHS tra ining 
and advice  for  d i rec tors  and senior  managers ;  and appearances  in  the Vic tor ian Magistrates,  Count y, 
S upreme and Coroners  Cour ts.

The Civil  Contractors Federation (CCF) will  be hosting a series of Industrial Workshops (across Victoria) focused on the introduction 
of the new Workplace Manslaughter Legislation, the Bill  of which was tabled and passed in State Parliament late last year.

Special  guest  speaker  Cameron Hanneber y,  Special  Counsel  Workplace  Relat ions  and S afet y  at  Lander  & Rogers  ( legal 
consultants) ,  wi l l  present  on key  areas  of  the  new legis lat ion and what  they mean for  businesses  in  the c iv i l  construc t ion 
sec tor. 

This  wi l l  be  fol lowed by  a  Q  & A sess ion fac i l i tated by  a  panel  of  subjec t  matter  exper ts.

EVENTS DETAILS
Time:  8.00 a.m start
            10.00 a.m finish 
Cost:  Members: $90 
           Non-Members: $125

FOR MORE INFORMATION &
TO REGISTER!

c all  1300 DIAL CCF
or email  events@cc fvic.com.au

SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOPS

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!

PROUD BUSINESS PARTNERS

C AMERON HANNEBERY
S p e c i a l  Co u n s e l



Madison Technologies has created the next generation portable 
traffic signal system, giving a great user experience that’s built to last.

The Portable Traffic Light uses 
smart and innovative technology, 
making it safe and efficient for 
traffic controllers to operate.

Creating safer 
temporary 
traffic control.

tellium
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ITS Technologies

innovatek
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ITS Technologies

 o Lightweight Hand Remote Controller 
with backlit low power LCD display

 o Robust tripod with large footprint stability 
that’s adjustable to suit any terrain

 o Hot-swappable lithium LiFePO4 batteries 
for continuous, disruption-free operation

 o Extensive built-in safety features; 
early warnings and alerts, GPS location, 
compass direction and tilt warnings

 o Portable lightweight design for easy set-up 
with only 3 separate components to handle

Sales Enquiries 1800 72 79 79
www.madison.tech
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40km/h zones:  
Why do they exist?

The issue

Lower speed limits apply for the 
safety of children crossing the roads

40km/h speed limits exist around 
emergency vehicles.

Budget Direct surveyed 1000 road users in relation to texting while driving. Nearly  
40% of Australians surveyed believe that texting while driving is most acceptable 
when travelling in a 40km/h zone, which often exists to protect vulnerable road users.

Source: Budget Direct 2020 Text Driving Survey

Source: NRSPP Quick Fact - Why Speed Matters

Travelling at a lower speed means a less likely chance of a pedestrian fatality.

40km/h zones exist to protect

Reducing pedestrian fatalities

Risky behaviour at high risk zones

They account for things like: 

• large machinery

• narrowed roads

• temporarily removed  
line markings

• closed lanes

40

40

PolicePolice

The risk of a pedestrian fatality 
when hit by a car travelling at 
40km/h is only 30%. 

40km/h 60km/h

If a car travelling at 60km/h hits 
a pedestrian, their fatality risk 
dramatically rises to 90%. 

Speed limits change around road works to 40km/h to keep 
motorists and workers safe.
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Often we see a speed limit sign in certain areas like schools 
and road works to drive at 40km/h where there are important 
factors to consider such as road works and the safety of 
vulnerable road users. 

Why do 40km/h zones exist, and why is it important to drive 
safely in these high-risk areas?

A driver texting has little chance of seeing vulnerable road 
users if focused on their phone and not their surroundings.
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https://madison.tech/portable-traffic-signal-system-intended-for-traffic-control-around-roadworks-or-other-construction-sites/?utm_source=Detours&utm_medium=Web&utm_campaign=PTL20&utm_content=Portable%20traffic%20signal%20system
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  eeSSTTOOPPTTMM - Portable Traffic Light Solution

eeSSTTOOPPTTMM has saved 2 lives in 2018 and protected 
numerous road workers from injuries, burning heat, 

abuse and fatigue.

Deploying the solution makes Australian roads safer and 
ensures workers return every day safely to their family 

and friends..

Traffic Controllers have long been recognised as having to
carry out their duties in a challenging and high-risk
environment. Working in live-traffic exposes workers to the
most obvious hazards like being hit by passing traffic,
mobile plants and machinery. In addition, they were prone
to sun exposure, dehydration, respiratory problems and
injuries from projectiles.

Addressing those daily safety hazards - Australian
Manufacturer and Safety Solution Provider Arrow
Emergency Systems (ArrowES) has developed Australia’s
first Type 1 approved and field tested portable traffic light
solution – the eSTOP.

The eSTOP has been introduced to Queensland in 2016 and
since has been deployed across Australia. With this
technology any organization and company along the value
chain of infrastructure development, regional- and local
government, maintenance and traffic control has the ability
and responsibility to improve workers’ safety and working
conditions, by keeping traffic controllers out of live traffic.

Contact ArrowES for more information about standalone and mounted options, sizing, add-on’s 
and pricing via sales@arrowes.com.au or (07) 3881 3302 at 17 Bailey Ct, Brendale QLD

Trials of the system were conducted in partnership
with Downer and these trials demonstrated a 93%
reduction in the number of near misses on
roadwork sites when comparing eSTOP to the
traditional Stop/Slow baton.

Actual feedback from Traffic Controllers have been
overwhelmingly positive:

 “Feels safe as no longer standing in the line of fire”

 “The eSTOP can be seen from a long distance by 
approaching motorists - great visibility”

 “We’ve not had to jump out of the way of motorists, 
they (motorists) don’t miss the eSTOP”

 “When it’s foggy or overcast they (motorists) can’t 
see us.  They don’t miss the eSTOP” 

ArrowES’
eSTOP

Controlling Traffic from Safe Grounds with eeSSTTOOPPTTMM

eeSSTTOOPPTTMM enables Traffic Controllers to 
work outside live-traffic. 

It is our joint responsibility to deploy 
available technology and solutions to 
keep our workers, sub-contractors 

and business partners safe!



STATE SUPPLIERS

RPM
HIRE

Samson Hire continues to be a leading hire specialist for Roadworks and Traffic

Management equipment in Melbourne and surrounding regions

Samson Hire has been in operation since 2000.

We have the widest range of variable message signs available in

Melbourne and with our friendly, reliable customer service, we strive to

continuing being the best in the industry.

We provide our valuable customers with the following equipment:

Variable Message Signs

Arrow Boards

Traffic Lights

Light Towers

Speed Radars

Proud Member Of:

Phone: 1800 77 88 99

info@samsonhire.com.au

www.samsonhire.com.au

LARGEST STOCK OF VMS AVAILABLE | 24/7 CUSTOMER SUPPORT        

REMOTE ACCESS | OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE

UTSOURCE1

   LDC
   EQUIPMENT

Planning Australia's Roads

1300 ROADPLANS
www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au
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TMAA Australia 
Phone: 1300 798772 | Email: tmaa@tmaa.asn.au | Web: www.tmaa.asn.au

Post: PO Box 474 ALBION DC QLD 4010

To subscribe to TMAA Detours Magazine visit www.tmaa.asn.au and click the TMAA Detours tab.

PLAY
WEBSITE

NATIONAL 
SUPPLIERS Australia’s leading manufacturer of Traffic Signs & Workzone Safety Products

https://tmaa.asn.au/
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